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About the IPFM
The International Panel on Fissile Materials (IPFM) was founded in January 2006. It
is an independent group of arms-control and nonproliferation experts from both
nuclear weapon and non-nuclear weapon states.
The mission of the IPFM is to analyze the technical basis for practical and achievable policy initiatives to secure, consolidate, and reduce stockpiles of highly enriched uranium and plutonium. These ﬁssile materials are the key ingredients in
nuclear weapons, and their control is critical to nuclear weapons disarmament, to
halting the proliferation of nuclear weapons, and to ensuring that terrorists do not
acquire nuclear weapons.
Both military and civilian stocks of ﬁssile materials have to be addressed. The nuclear weapon states still have enough ﬁssile materials in their weapon stockpiles for
tens of thousands of nuclear weapons. On the civilian side, enough plutonium has
been separated to make a similarly large number of weapons. Highly enriched uranium is used in civilian reactor fuel in more than one hundred locations. The total
amount used for this purpose is sufﬁcient to make about one thousand Hiroshimatype bombs, a design well within the potential capabilities of terrorist groups.
The Panel is co-chaired by Professor José Goldemberg of the University of São
Paulo, Brazil and Professor Frank von Hippel of Princeton University. Its founding
members include nuclear experts from ﬁfteen countries: Brazil, China, Germany,
India, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Russia, South
Africa, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. This group of countries
includes six nuclear weapon states and nine non-weapon states. Short biographies
of the panel members can be found in the Appendix.
IPFM research and reports are shared with international organizations, national
governments and nongovernmental groups. It has full panel meetings twice a year
in capitols around the world in addition to specialist workshops. These meetings
and workshops are often in conjunction with international conferences at which
IPFM panels and experts make presentations.
Princeton University’s Program on Science and Global Security provides administrative and research support for the IPFM.
IPFM’s initial support is provided by a ﬁve-year grant to Princeton University from

the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation of Chicago.
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Summary
Over the past six decades, our understanding of the nuclear danger has expanded from the threat posed by the vast nuclear arsenals created by the superpowers
in the Cold War to encompass the proliferation of nuclear weapons to additional states, and now also to terrorist groups. To reduce these dangers it is essential
to secure and to sharply reduce all stocks of highly enriched uranium and separated plutonium, the key materials in nuclear weapons, and to limit any further
production.
The current global stockpiles of ﬁssile materials are huge: 1400-2000 metric
tons* of highly enriched uranium (HEU) and about 500 tons of plutonium –
enough for several tens of thousands of nuclear weapons. It is urgent to reduce
these stocks to very low levels at a very limited number of locations.
Chapters 1–3 in Part I of this report explain what ﬁssile materials are, their use in
nuclear weapons, how they are produced and disposed, and provide estimates of
current national stockpiles and production rates. Chapter 4 provides a brief overview of the agreements and institutions that have been set up to control the production and use of ﬁssile materials.
Part II (chapters 5-8) describes four goals toward which we believe signiﬁcant progress can be made in the near future:
• A cutoff on production of ﬁssile materials for weapons, and placement under inter-

national safeguards of all civil stocks of ﬁssile material, and stocks that are excess to
military requirements;
• Declarations by Russia and the United States (and eventually by the other nuclear

weapon states) of their total ﬁssile-material stockpiles;
• Measures to limit the proliferation of national uranium centrifuge enrichment and

reprocessing plants; and
• Total or near-total elimination of the use of highly enriched uranium as a civilian

reactor fuel.

A Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT) would impose upon the nuclear weapon
states (including India, Pakistan, Israel, and North Korea) the obligation not to
produce ﬁssile materials for weapons. This obligation has already been accepted by
the non-nuclear weapon states, and would help to ensure that reductions in the
nuclear weapons arsenals are irreversible. Declarations – or at least an exchange of
information between Russia and the United States on their overall ﬁssile-material
stockpiles – would provide a basis for further balanced reductions in their nuclear
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* In this report, tons should be understood to refer to metric tons.

arsenals. Containing the proliferation of national ﬁssile material production facilities would reduce concerns about an increasing number of countries obtaining a
nuclear-weapon option along with such facilities. Finally, eliminating HEU in civilian-reactor fuel would greatly reduce the danger of HEU falling into the hands of
potential nuclear terrorists.
Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty
Negotiations on an FMCT have been blocked in the Conference on Disarmament
(CD) for a decade by a lack of agreement on whether or not the negotiations will
proceed in parallel with discussions of possible treaties to bar nuclear threats against
non-nuclear states, to prevent an arms race in outer space, and to achieve nuclear
disarmament. The United States opposes such linkages and the rules require that
the CD can proceed only by consensus.
If this problem can be overcome – either in the CD or by creating another negotiating forum – the negotiators will have to deal with, among other issues, the scope of
the treaty and how it would be veriﬁed.
The weapon states would like to see the scope conﬁned to a ban on the future production of ﬁssile materials for weapons. Many non-weapon states would also like
to include a ban on the use for weapons of materials that have been produced for
civilian use or have been declared excess for military use.
The issue of veriﬁcation has been complicated by the Bush Administration’s 2004
decision to oppose international veriﬁcation of an FMCT. Effective veriﬁcation is
politically and technically feasible, however, and would be valuable. If previously
produced civilian materials and materials declared excess for military use were included within the scope of an FMCT, then the veriﬁcation arrangements for the
civilian nuclear activities in the nuclear weapon states could be the same as in the
non-weapon states. Veriﬁcation that known uranium-enrichment and reprocessing facilities had been either shut down or converted to weapon use would also be
straightforward. Veriﬁcation of the absence of ﬁssile materials production at other
sites could be done using “managed access” procedures similar to those that have
already been accepted under the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), which
allows ad hoc arrangements to protect unrelated sensitive information when international inspectors check on concerns that a facility might be housing illicit
chemical-weapons production. We also discuss, in a preliminary way, possible arrangements to provide international assurance that HEU declared for naval-reactor
fuel use was not being diverted to weapon use.
Stockpile declarations
Russia and the United States have reduced the number of weapons in their nuclear
arsenals to about one-third of their Cold-War peaks, and they have declared substantial amounts of HEU and plutonium excess to their military needs. But they
still retain hundreds of tons more ﬁssile materials in their weapons stockpiles than
they need and cannot credibly call on other states to make reductions until they
have made deeper cuts themselves.
Such reductions are unlikely, however, unless the United States and Russia have
better knowledge of the sizes of each others’ ﬁssile materials stockpiles. Russia and
the United States should therefore declare their total stocks of ﬁssile materials and
separately, the total quantities of ﬁssile materials not inside warheads and warhead
components. We review various ways in which they could join in non-intrusive
cooperate efforts to strengthen each other’s conﬁdence in the accuracy of these
declarations.
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Limiting the proliferation of fuel cycle facilities
The crisis over Iran’s gas-centrifuge uranium enrichment program has focused the
international community on the fact that, if a country broke its Nonproliferation
Treaty (NPT) commitments, it could quickly convert a centrifuge enrichment plant
designed to produce low enriched uranium for power-reactor fuel to the production
of highly enriched uranium for weapons. Alternatively, a country that has mastered
centrifuge technology could build in parallel, a small, difﬁcult to detect, clandestine centrifuge plant.
Proposals to limit the proliferation of enrichment plants raise concerns about discrimination. However, there might be objective criteria on which there could be
broad international agreement. For example, it might be agreed that the possession
of national enrichment facilities is not economically justiﬁed until a country or a
group of countries operating a multinational enrichment plant acquires a nuclear
generating capacity equivalent to at least that of ten large nuclear reactors. It would
also make sense for countries to acquire advanced centrifuges from Urenco (the
multinational operation owned by the United Kingdom, Germany, and the Netherlands), as France and the United States are doing, or from Russia, as China is doing,
rather than spending billions of dollars developing the technology for themselves.
The spread of reprocessing plants represents a different sort of problem. The reprocessing of civilian spent nuclear fuel has generated a global stockpile of separated weapon-usable civil plutonium that will soon be larger than that of weapons
plutonium. It is widely agreed that there is currently no economic justiﬁcation
for plutonium separation and recycle. Nevertheless, Japan has begun large-scale
reprocessing at its new Rokkasho plant; and the United States, under a newly announced Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP), has begun to talk of future
reprocessing. Reprocessing is being carried out in France and Japan and is being
considered in the United States largely because they are meeting resistance to siting
either interim spent-fuel storage facilities or long-term geological repositories. Reprocessing offers host communities many more jobs and much larger tax revenues,
and thereby facilitates acceptance by these communities of interim storage of the
resulting high-level waste and plutonium. On-site storage of spent fuel in dry casks
next to the nuclear-power reactors has been adopted as a short term alternative by
nuclear power operators in the United States, Germany and elsewhere. Such storage
appears safe for extended periods of time, and certainly for as long as the reactors
continue to operate. Over time, dry-cask storage could be centralized.
Eliminating the use of HEU fuel
There is an urgent need to improve the security of military and civilian facilities
that store or use ﬁssile materials. This is especially critical for highly enriched uranium (HEU), which, if obtained by terrorist groups, could be fabricated into nuclear
weapons much more easily than could plutonium. The more than 100 civilian
research reactors fueled with HEU and their associated fuel development and fabrication facilities are of particular concern. The operators of these facilities cannot afford military-style security. Many of the reactors are obsolete and should be decommissioned. As many as possible of those that are still needed should be converted to
use low enriched uranium fuel. Civilian research involving the use of HEU should
be conﬁned to a few well-secured and internationally-shared facilities.
U.S., Russian and U.K. naval reactors use HEU fuel and hundreds of tons of excess
weapons uranium have been set aside for their future use. While some of these reactors have lifetime cores and cannot be converted, future naval reactors also should
be designed to use low enriched uranium.
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I

Background

Introduction
The ﬁrst four chapters of this report provide essential background for understanding the ﬁssile material problem. As Chapter 1 explains, less than 8 kilograms of
plutonium or 25 kilograms of weapon-grade uranium are sufﬁcient to create an
explosive nuclear chain reaction that could destroy a substantial part of a modern
city and kill hundreds of thousands. All grades of HEU and virtually all mixes of
plutonium isotopes are weapon-usable.
Chapters 2 and 3 describe the current national and global stocks of ﬁssile materials
(both military and civilian), and their current rates of production and disposition.
Most of the existing stocks derive from the Cold War weapons programs of the
United States and the Soviet Union, and to a lesser extent, from the programs of
the other nuclear weapon states. However, civilian facilities capable of producing
ﬁssile materials are of increasing concern – notably centrifuge plants for producing
enriched uranium and reprocessing plants for separating plutonium from spent
nuclear power-reactor fuel. Additional concerns relate to stocks of highly enriched
uranium used as fuel in research and propulsion reactors.
Chapter 4 describes some of the important achievements of the international community in its attempts to control ﬁssile materials, including the Nonproliferation
Treaty (NPT) and safeguards applied by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA).
Part II, Chapters 5-8 highlight various possibilities for further progress in limiting
and reducing ﬁssile-materials stocks.
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1 Fissile Materials and Nuclear Weapons
Fissile materials are materials that can sustain an explosive ﬁssion chain reaction.*
They are essential in all nuclear explosives, from ﬁrst-generation ﬁssion weapons to advanced thermonuclear weapons. The most common ﬁssile materials in
use are uranium highly enriched in the isotope U-235, and plutonium. Lack of access to these materials is the main technical barrier to the acquisition of nuclear
weapons.
Explosive ﬁssion chain reaction
When the nucleus of a ﬁssile atom – say U-235 or Pu-239 – absorbs a neutron, it will
usually split into two smaller nuclei. In addition to these “ﬁssion products,” each
ﬁssion releases two to three neutrons that can cause a chain reaction in a “critical
mass” of ﬁssile materials (Figure 1.1). Each ﬁssion of an atomic nucleus releases one
hundred million times the energy released per atom in a typical chemical reaction.
A large number of such ﬁssions occurring over a short period of time in a small
volume results in an explosion. The ﬁssion of one kilogram of ﬁssile materials – the
approximate amount that ﬁssioned in both the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs
– releases an energy equivalent to the explosion of about 18 thousand tons (18 kilotons) of chemical high explosives.
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Figure 1.1 - An explosive ﬁssion chain-reaction releases
enormous amounts of energy in one-millionth of a
second. A neutron is absorbed by the nucleus of a

ﬁssile atom (uranium-235 in this example), which
splits into two ﬁssion products (barium and krypton in
this example). Additional neutrons are released in the
process, which can set off a chain reaction in a critical

144
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mass of ﬁssile materials. The energy set free is carried
mainly by the ﬁssion products, which separate at high
velocities. The chain reaction proceeds extremely fast;
in a millionth of a second there can be 80 doublings
of the neutron population, ﬁssioning one kilogram of
material and releasing an energy equivalent to 18,000
tons of high explosive (TNT).

* See Glossary for deﬁnitions of unfamiliar terms used in this report.
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The minimum amount of material needed for a chain reaction to be sustained is
deﬁned as the critical mass of the ﬁssile material. A “sub-critical” mass will not sustain a chain reaction, because too large a fraction of the neutrons escape from the
surface before being absorbed by a ﬁssile nucleus.
Fission weapon design
Nuclear weapons are either pure ﬁssion explosives, such as the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs, or two-stage, thermonuclear weapons.
The Hiroshima bomb contained about 60 kilograms of uranium enriched to about
80 percent in chain-reacting U-235. This was a “gun-type” device in which one
sub-critical piece of HEU was ﬁred into another to make a super-critical mass (see
Figure 1.2, left). The Nagasaki bomb operated using implosion, which has been incorporated into most modern weapons. Chemical explosives implode a sub-critical
mass of material to a higher density. This reduces the spaces between the atomic
nuclei and results in less leakage of neutrons out of the mass, with the result that
it becomes “super-critical” (see Figure 1.2, right). For either design, the maximum
yield is achieved when the chain reaction is initiated at the moment the weapon
assembly is most supercritical.
HEU can be used in either gun-type or implosion weapons. As is explained below,

plutonium cannot be used to achieve a high-yield explosion in a gun-type device.
Gun-type assembly method

Conventional
chemical
propellant

Sub-critical
pieces of uranium-235
combined

Implosion assembly method

High-explosive
lenses

Plutonium core
compressed

type” method used in the Nagasaki bomb has to be
mastered. This requires rapid spherical implosion of
sophisticated “gun-type” method used in the Hiroshima a plutonium (or uranium) sphere or shell. Much less
bomb (left), a sub-critical projectile of HEU is propelled material is needed for the implosion method because
the ﬁssile material is compressed beyond its normal
towards a sub-critical target of HEU. Only HEU can be
metallic density. For an increase in density by a factor
used with this design because the assembly process
of two, the critical mass is reduced to one quarter of its
is relatively slow. For plutonium, the “implosionnormal-density value.
Figure 1.2 - Alternative methods for creating a supercritical mass in a nuclear weapon. In the technically less

Gun-type weapons are simple devices and do not require testing.1 They therefore
could be built and stockpiled clandestinely by a technically unsophisticated state.
This is what South Africa did during the Apartheid regime. Gun-type designs are
also well within the reach of subnational groups. The U.S. Department of Energy
has warned that it may even be possible for intruders in a ﬁssile-materials storage
facility to use nuclear materials for onsite assembly of an improvised nuclear device
in the short time before guards could intervene.2
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In advanced implosion weapons, the yield is typically “boosted” by up to an order
of magnitude by introducing a mixed gas of deuterium and tritium, heavy forms
of hydrogen, into the hollow shell of the ﬁssile materials or “pit” of the weapon
just before it is imploded.3 When the temperature of the ﬁssioning materials inside
the pit reaches about 100 million degrees, it can ignite the fusion of tritium with
deuterium, which produces a burst of neutrons that “boost” the fraction of ﬁssile
materials ﬁssioned and thereby the power of the explosion.
In a thermonuclear weapon, a nuclear explosion of a ﬁssion “primary” generates xrays that compress and ignite a “secondary” containing thermonuclear fuel, where
much of the energy is created by the fusion of the light nuclei, deuterium and tritium. The tritium in the secondary is made during the explosion by neutrons splitting lithium-6 into tritium and helium (see Figure 1.3).
Modern nuclear weapons generally contain both plutonium and HEU. Both materials can be present in the primary ﬁssion stage of a thermonuclear weapon. HEU also
is often used in the secondary stage of thermonuclear weapons to provide the same
yield in a more compact design.4
Primary (trigger)

Chemical explosive
Plutonium-239
Beryllium

Secondary

Uranium-238 or 235
Lithium deuteride
(fusion fuel)
Uranium-235

Neutron generator

Deuterium-tritium gas

Figure 1.3 – A modern thermonuclear weapon usually
contains both plutonium and highly-enriched uranium.
Typically, these warheads have a mass of about 200300 kg and a yield of several hundred kilotons, which

Foam Uranium-238 case

corresponds to about one kilogram per kiloton of
explosive yield. For comparison, the nuclear
weapons that destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki
weighed 300 kg per kiloton.5

Typical quantities of ﬁssile materials in nuclear weapons
The amount of material required to constitute a critical mass can vary widely – depending on the ﬁssile material, its chemical form, and the characteristics of the
surrounding materials that ‘reﬂect’ neutrons back into the core.6 Without neutron
reﬂection, the bare critical masses for Pu-239 and U-235 metal are about 10 kg and
52 kg respectively. The actual amounts of ﬁssile material in the pits of modern implosion-type nuclear weapons are considerably smaller.
The IAEA deﬁnes a “signiﬁcant quantity” of ﬁssile material to be the amount required to make a ﬁrst-generation implosion bomb of the Nagasaki-type (see Figure
1.2, right), including production losses. The signiﬁcant quantities are 8 kg for plutonium7 and 25 kg of U-235 contained in HEU.8
The United States has declassiﬁed the fact that 4 kg of plutonium is sufﬁcient to
make a nuclear explosive device.9 Based on the critical mass ratios, about three
times that amount (about 12 kg) of HEU would be sufﬁcient for a similarly de8 Global Fissile Material Report 2006

signed ﬁssion weapon. A rough estimate of average plutonium and HEU in deployed
thermonuclear weapons can be obtained by dividing the estimated total stock of
weapons ﬁssile materials possessed by Russia and the United States at the end of the
Cold War by the numbers of nuclear weapons that each deployed during the 1980s:
about 3 kg of plutonium and 25 kg of HEU.
Highly enriched uranium (HEU)
U-235, in nature, makes up only 0.7 percent of natural uranium. The remainder is
almost entirely non-chain-reacting U-238. Although an inﬁnite mass of uranium
with U-235 enrichment of 6 percent could, in principle, sustain an explosive chain
reaction, uranium enriched to above 20 percent U-235, deﬁned as “highly enriched
uranium,” is generally taken to be required for a weapon of practical size. The IAEA
therefore considers HEU a “direct use” weapon-material.
Actual weapons use higher enrichment, however, as reﬂected by the deﬁnition of
“weapon-grade” uranium as enriched to over 90-percent in U-235. Figure 1.4 shows
the critical mass of uranium as a function of enrichment. To enrich uranium in U235 requires sophisticated isotope separation technology. Isotope separation on the
scale required to produce nuclear weapons is still within the reach of only government and nuclear-industry sponsored programs.
Critical mass [kg]
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Figure 1.4 - The fast critical mass of uranium increases to
inﬁnity at 6-percent enrichment. According to weapon-

designers, the construction of a nuclear device
becomes impractical for enrichment levels below

20 percent. The critical mass data in the ﬁgure is
for a uranium sphere enclosed in a 5-cm beryllium
reﬂector.10

Plutonium
Plutonium is produced in a nuclear reactor when U-238 absorbs a neutron creating
U-239, which subsequently decays to plutonium-239 (Pu-239) via the intermediate
short-lived isotope neptunium-239. The longer an atom of Pu-239 stays in a reactor
after it has been created, the greater the likelihood that it will absorb a second neutron and ﬁssion or become Pu-240 – or a third or fourth and become Pu-241 or Pu242. Plutonium therefore comes in a variety of isotopic mixtures. Weapon designers prefer to work with a mixture that is as rich in Pu-239 as feasible because of its
relatively low rate of generation of radioactive heat and relatively low spontaneous
Global Fissile Material Report 2006 9

emissions of neutrons and gamma rays. Weapon-grade plutonium contains more
than 90 percent of the isotope Pu-239. The plutonium in typical power-reactor
spent fuel (reactor-grade plutonium) contains between 50 and 60 percent Pu-239,
and about 25 percent Pu-240, and has a critical mass about one third larger than
weapon-grade plutonium.
For a time, many in the nuclear industry thought that the plutonium generated in
power reactors could not be used for weapons. It was believed that the large fraction
of Pu-240 in reactor-grade plutonium would reduce the explosive yield of a weapon
to insigniﬁcance. Pu-240 ﬁssions spontaneously, emitting neutrons, thus increasing
the probability a neutron would initiate a chain reaction before the bomb assembly
reaches its maximum super-critical state. This probability increases with the percentage of Pu-240. For gun-type designs, such “pre-detonation” reduces the yield a
thousand-fold even for weapon-grade plutonium. The higher neutron production
rate from reactor-grade plutonium similarly reduces the probable yield of ﬁrst-generation implosion design – but only by ten-fold, because of the much shorter time
for the assembly of a supercritical mass. In the Nagasaki design, even for the earliest
possible pre-initiation of the chain reaction, the yield would not be reduced below
about 1000 tons TNT equivalent.11 That would still be a devastating weapon.
More modern designs are insensitive to the isotopic mix in the plutonium. As summarized in a 1997 U.S. Department of Energy report:
“[V]irtually any combination of plutonium isotope … can be used
to make a nuclear weapon … reactor-grade plutonium is weaponsusable, whether by unsophisticated proliferators or by advanced
nuclear weapon states …
“At the lowest level of sophistication, a potential proliferating state
or sub-national group using designs and technologies no more sophisticated than those used in ﬁrst-generation nuclear weapons
could build a nuclear weapon from reactor-grade plutonium that
would have an assured, reliable yield of one or a few kilotons (and
a probable yield signiﬁcantly higher than that). At the other end of
the spectrum, advanced nuclear weapon states such as the United
States and Russia, using modern designs, could produce weapons
from reactor-grade plutonium having reliable explosive yields,
weight, and other characteristics generally comparable to those of
weapons made from weapon-grade plutonium.”12
Other ﬁssile materials
In addition to plutonium, other weapon-usable ﬁssile materials can be produced by
irradiating different target materials in nuclear reactors or by the decay of certain
isotopes of plutonium. Among these are uranium-233, neptunium-237, and americium-241. The bare critical masses of these alternative ﬁssile materials, along with
those of Pu-239 and U-235, are shown in Figure 1.5.
While Pu-239 and U-235 are the only ﬁssile materials known to be used in deployed nuclear weapons, the United States has tested designs containing U-23313
and France may have experimented with neptunium-237 in nuclear tests.14
We are unaware of any public report of weapons experiments involving americium,
but U.S. weapons designers have concluded that “designs using americium as a
nuclear weapon fuel could be made to work.”15
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Figure 1.5 – Bare critical masses for various ﬁssile materials.16
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2 Nuclear-Weapon and Fissile-Materials Stocks
Almost the entire global stockpile of HEU was produced for nuclear-weapons and
naval propulsion reactors – mostly during the Cold War by the Soviet Union and
the United States. About half of the global stockpile of separated plutonium was
similarly produced for weapons during the Cold War. The other half was produced
by reprocessing civilian spent power reactor fuel.
Nuclear weapons arsenals
Nine states are thought to have nuclear weapons. These are, in historical order, the
United States, Russia, the United Kingdom, France, China, Israel, India, Pakistan
and North Korea. The ﬁrst ﬁve are parties to the Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT). All
but North Korea, and possibly Israel, have tested nuclear weapons. Israel has maintained public ambiguity about its nuclear-weapon status.17 North Korea has stated
that it has nuclear weapons.18
Figure 2.1, based on estimates by the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC),
shows the huge scale of U.S. and Soviet nuclear-weapons-production during the
Cold War.

Number of nuclear weapons
50 000

U.S.
Russia
U.S. after 2006

40 000

30 000

20 000

10 000
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1960
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1970

1975

Figure 2.1 – Rise and fall of the U.S. and Russian nuclear
weapon stockpiles. Natural Resources Defense Council

(NRDC) estimates suggest the number of U.S. warheads
peaked at about 30,000 in the mid-1960s, and the
Soviet/Russian warheads at 40,000 in the 1980s. Since
then, the nuclear arsenals of both countries have
dropped sharply. The United States and Russia are
each committed to reducing their number of deployed
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strategic warheads to 1700-2200 by 2012. The NRDC
estimates that the number of total operational warheads in the U.S. arsenal by that date will be about
6000, with the Russian operational arsenal likely to
be no larger. However, both countries may still have
many thousands of additional warheads and components in the dismantlement queue.19

In June 2003, the U.S.-Russia Strategic Offensive Reduction Treaty (SORT) entered
into force. Under SORT, the United States and Russia are committed to reduce their
deployed strategic arsenals to 1700-2200 warheads each by the end of 2012.20 Although the treaty does not require the elimination of warheads removed from deployment, it appears likely that the United States and Russia will reduce their total
stockpiles of nuclear warheads substantially. In mid-2004, the United States announced that, by 2012, it would shift almost half of the current U.S. nuclear-warhead stockpile into the queue for dismantlement.
Non-governmental analysts have estimated that, after the reductions, about 6000
warheads will remain in the U.S. stockpile, including non-strategic and reserve warheads.24 The number of operational nuclear warheads in the Russian arsenal could
also fall to 6000 or lower by 2012.21
By comparison, the remaining nuclear weapon states are estimated to possess a
combined total on the order of 1000 warheads (Table 2.1).
Country

U.S.
Russia
U.K.
France
China
India
Pakistan
Israel
North Korea
Table 2.1 - U.S. and Russian nuclear warhead totals dwarf
those of other countries. They could be reduced ten-fold

and still be equal to the sum of the stocks of the other

Nuclear Warheads

10,000
10,000
200
350
200
40-50
<50
75-200
<15
nuclear weapon states. The totals for U.S. and Russia
do not include warheads awaiting dismantlement.
These numbers are approximate.22

Non-weapon uses of ﬁssile materials
Most of the global ﬁssile material stockpile has been produced for nuclear-weapon
purposes. HEU and plutonium are also used to fuel some reactors.
HEU use in naval and other reactor fuels. Russia, the United Kingdom and the
United States each use HEU to fuel their submarine and (in the case of the United
States) aircraft carrier propulsion reactors. France is shifting from HEU to LEU fuel
for its nuclear submarines. During the Cold War, United States produced an average
of six metric tons of HEU per year for this purpose.23 Today, the United States uses
about two tons per year of weapon-grade uranium, and Russia, about one ton of
weapon-grade equivalent.24
HEU is also used to fuel military and civilian research reactors and Russia’s ﬂeet of

seven nuclear-powered ice-breakers. The United States and the Soviet Union/Russia used and also supplied HEU to many countries for civilian research reactors and
medical-isotope production as part of their Atoms for Peace programs. Most of this
material is in the weapon states but more than 10 metric tons are in non-nuclear
weapon states.25 Very roughly, 50 tons of the HEU shown in Figure 2.2 (and in
Table 2.A.1 in the appendix to this chapter) is in the fuel cycles of research reactors
worldwide and in Russia’s nuclear-powered icebreakers.26 Even though this material
currently represents only a few percent of the global total, it would be sufﬁcient for
about 1000 gun-type weapons and is located at more than 100 sites – many inherently difﬁcult to secure. This HEU is currently the object of a global “clean-out”
campaign (see discussion in Chapter 8).
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The United States and Russia have also used HEU to fuel plutonium and tritium
production reactors.
Civilian separated plutonium. In a few countries, large quantities of plutonium
have been separated in reprocessing plants from civilian spent fuel. Some of this
plutonium has been mixed with uranium, fabricated into “mixed-oxide” fuel, and
recycled into fuel for light-water power reactors. But most remains stockpiled at
the reprocessing plants where it was separated in France, the United Kingdom, and
Russia. The total amount of separated civilian plutonium is about 250 metric tons –
and growing. At 8 kg per warhead, this would be enough for more than 30,000
warheads.
Global stocks and national holdings of ﬁssile materials
All ﬁve NPT nuclear weapon states have declared (China informally) that they have
ended or suspended their production of ﬁssile materials for weapons.27 Both the
United Kingdom and the United States have published the totals for their stocks
of plutonium and HEU. The countries holding most of the world’s civilian plutonium annually submit information on the sizes of their stockpiles to the IAEA for
publication on its website. A few of these countries also submit numbers for their
civilian stocks of HEU. The IAEA has exact information on the ﬁssile holdings of
the non-weapon states but publishes only global totals. Published estimates of the
remaining stocks of weapon materials are by non-governmental analysts and have
substantial uncertainties.
The most complete compilation of publicly available data and estimates of global
production and consumption of ﬁssile materials – unfortunately, now a decade old –
can be found in the book, Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium 1996, by Albright,
Berkhout and Walker.28 Albright and collaborators have updated this information
on the website of the Institute for Science and International Security.29 Where countries have not published their stocks, the numbers below are largely based on this
work.
Highly enriched uranium. As shown in Figure 2.2, as of mid-2006, the global stockpiles of HEU totaled very roughly 1400 tons plus about 325 tons of excess weapons
uranium that is to be blended down to low enriched uranium (see also Table 2.A.1).
More than 99 percent of this material is in the possession of the nuclear weapon
states.

The only states believed currently to be producing HEU are Pakistan (for
weapons) and India (for naval-reactor fuel). Their estimated production rates are
each on the order of a hundred kilograms per year. While signiﬁcant in terms of
weapon-equivalents, this production has an insigniﬁcant impact on the total global
stock.
In fact, the total amount of HEU in the world is shrinking. In 1993, Russia
contracted 500 tons of 90-percent enriched uranium in redundant Cold War
warheads to be blended down to 4-5 percent U-235 to be sold to the United States
for use as power-reactor fuel. As of mid-2006, 275 tons had been blended down –
the equivalent of about 11,000 nuclear bombs.30 In 1994, the United States similarly
declared 174 tons of its weapon HEU excess (this was revised to 178 tons in 2001)31
and began to blend down most of it to low-enrichment for use in U.S. power reactor
fuel. By the end of 2005, about 60 tons had been blended down.32
In late 2005, the United States declared an additional 200 tons of HEU excess for
weapons purposes. However, only 20 tons of this material will be blended down to
low-enriched uranium. Of the remainder, 160 tons of weapon-grade uranium will
be reserved for U.S. and U.K. naval-reactor fuel and 20 tons for space reactors and
research reactors.33 We assume that Russia has similarly reserved the equivalent of
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Figure 2.2 – National Stocks of Highly-Enriched Uranium
as of mid-2006 (93% enriched equivalent, see Table

2.A.1 for uncertainties). The quantity of weapon-grade
uranium in the world is overwhelmingly a consequence
of the U.S-Soviet nuclear arms race. The two countries
account for over 95 percent of the total world stockpile.
However, with the Cold War ended, Russia declared
500 tons of its HEU excess, and the United States
similarly 198 tons (about 145 tons 93% equivalent); and

310

22

1.3*
Russia

U.K.

10
U.S.

Non-weapon
states

both countries have begun to eliminate this HEU. As
of mid-2006, Russia had blended down about 275 tons
and the United States about 60 tons to non-weaponusable low enriched uranium for reactor fuel. The
United States has reserved 180 tons of HEU for naval
and other reactor fuel. Russia is assumed here to have
reserved 100 tons for such purposes.
*Numbers of military stocks are estimates.

100 tons of weapon-grade uranium for future naval-reactor use. This would leave
400-1000 tons of HEU in Russia’s weapons stockpile and 310 tons in the U.S. weapons stockpile.
The recent U.S. designation of 160 tons of weapon-grade uranium for future use in
naval reactors highlights naval reactor use as a second military challenge to reducing global stocks of HEU. At 25 kg per warhead, the U.S. stockpile of weapon-grade
uranium reserved for naval reactor fuel would be comparable to the amount of HEU
in the U.S. stockpile of 6000 operational warheads projected for 2012.
If Russia and the United States reduced to 1000 nuclear warheads each – as many
analysts believe they could before expecting that other countries join them in similar disarmament measures – they would require only about 25 tons of HEU each for
weapons.34
On this scale, the 300 or so tons of HEU which the United States and Russia have so
far kept in reserve for naval and other reactors are huge (see Figure 2.3). This suggests that the question of HEU-fueled reactors might have to be dealt with before
such deep cuts in the stockpiles of weapon HEU become politically feasible.
Separated plutonium. As shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, the global stockpile of separated plutonium is about 500 tons – approximately equally divided between weapon and civilian stocks – but all weapon-usable. It is mostly in the nuclear weapon
states, but Japan and a few non-weapon states in Europe also have signiﬁcant stockpiles of civilian plutonium (see also Table 2.A.2 in the appendix to this chapter).
The United States, Russia, the United Kingdom, France and reportedly China have
stopped producing plutonium for weapons.
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Figure 2.3 – Global HEU Stockpiles – Potential for Reductions (metric tons). Global stockpiles of HEU could

shrink dramatically in the future if the United States
and Russia continue to reduce their nuclear-weapons
arsenals and continue to blend-down HEU recovered
from dismantled warheads. If future naval and other

140
If Russia and U.S.
reduce to 1000 warheads each

reactors were to use LEU fuel, the stockpiles of HEU
could be still further reduced. The equivalent weapons
stockpile numbers assume 25 kg of HEU per warhead.
We assume that the total HEU holdings of all countries
other than the United States and Russia stay constant
at approximately 90 tons.

There is no indication that Israel, India, Pakistan or North Korea have halted their
production of plutonium for weapons. Once again, however, the quantities that
they may be producing, while signiﬁcant in weapons equivalents, do not signiﬁcantly increase the total global stock.
In 2000, the United States and Russia agreed to each dispose of, in parallel and irreversibly, 34 metric tons of their excess weapon plutonium.35 But there has been
little progress so far.
As shown in Figure 2.5, by the end of 2004, about as much plutonium had been
separated from civilian spent fuel as had been produced for weapons. Most of this
material is now stockpiled at the reprocessing plants at La Hague, France; Sellaﬁeld,
United Kingdom; and Ozersk (Mayak), Russia.
Assuming 4 kilograms of plutonium in the average Russian or U.S. warhead, each
country would require only about 24 tons of weapon-grade plutonium to support
the roughly 6,000 warheads that they are each expected to retain in 2012. The
United States and Russia therefore could declare excess, about half, and more than
three quarters of their respective remaining stockpiles. If they reduced the number
of their nuclear weapons to 1000 each, Russia and the United States would require
only 4 tons of weapon-grade plutonium each.
Figure 2.5 shows the global stockpile of weapon plutonium today and for the above
hypothetical Russian and U.S. reductions. The 2004 global stockpile of separated
civilian plutonium shown in the future scenarios is assumed to be the same size as
today – an optimistic projection since civilian separated plutonium stocks are still
growing. The present civilian stockpile already dwarfs the amount of plutonium
required to support even 12,000 Russian and U.S. warheads. Here too, therefore,
the use of ﬁssile materials in reactor fuel could complicate the problem of nuclear
arms reductions.
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Figure 2.4 - National Stocks of Weapons and Separated
Civilian Plutonium. By the end of 2004, the global

stockpile of separated plutonium was about 500 tons.
This was divided approximately equally between
weapons and civilian stocks. Virtually all the weapons
plutonium is owned by the United States and Russia.
But the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and Japan,
along with Russia, also own substantial quantities
of separated civilian plutonium, largely the result of
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the reprocessing of civilian spent fuel in the United
Kingdom, France, and Russia. A total of about 100
tons of U.S., Russian, and U.K. weapons plutonium
has been declared excess by those countries, but none
of this has yet been disposed. India’s stock includes
both civilian and military; North Korean, Pakistani, and
Israeli stocks are military only; Belgian, German and
Swiss are civilian only. See Table 2.A.2.
*Numbers of military stocks are estimates.

Alternative ﬁssile materials. Among the exotic ﬁssile materials, U-233 has been
produced in the largest quantities: “The U.S. has investigated using U-233 in nuclear weapons, in reactors, and for other purposes. The United States and several other countries have signiﬁcant quantities of separated U-233. Somewhat [less than]
2 metric tons of separated U-233 containing uranium are in the U.S. inventory.
Half of this material is considered high-quality … with few isotopic impurities.”36
U-233 is made by neutron capture in thorium-232. The global U-233 stockpile may
grow substantially in the future, if thorium-based fuels start to play a more prominent role in the nuclear fuel cycle as envisioned especially in India.37
Spent nuclear fuel contains weapon-usable neptunium-237 and americium-241 as
well as plutonium.38 The global stock of neptunium-237 in spent fuel is estimated
to be 60 tons. Some has been separated for targets, that when irradiated in reactors,
produce Pu-238. The radioactive decay heat from this 88-year half-life isotope is
used to power long-lived thermoelectric generators for spacecraft sent to explore
the outer planets, where solar cells are considered impractical. Americium stocks in
spent fuel are estimated to be about 90 tons.39 Small amounts (on the order of several kg/year) have been separated. One use of americium-241 is in smoke detectors.
The IAEA does not consider either neptunium-237 or americium as “direct use material,” and does not safeguard them. However, in 1999, the IAEA Board of Governors called on “all States to protect and control these materials” and is monitoring
their production in and transfers to non-nuclear weapon states under a voluntary
arrangement.40 In its 2004 Safeguards Statement, the IAEA reported that it “continues to experience difﬁculties in obtaining information from States … regarding
neptunium and americium.”41
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Figure 2.5 – Global Plutonium Stockpiles – Potential for
Reductions (metric tons). Global stockpiles of plutonium

could shrink substantially if the United States and
Russia reduced further their nuclear weapons arsenals
and disposed of weapons plutonium made excess by
the reductions. It is assumed here that the combined
weapons stockpiles of other nations stay constant at
about 13 tons. The shrinking of plutonium stocks could
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21
If Russia and U.S.
reduce to 1000 warheads each

still be more dramatic if all of the separated civilian
plutonium were disposed. The stockpiles of separated
civilian plutonium shown here are assumed not to
increase from today. If reprocessing of civilian spent
fuel continues at its present rate and the recycling
of the separated plutonium in light water reactors
remains limited, however, civilian plutonium stocks
will continue to rise.

Appendix 2.A Global Fissile Material Stocks
Table 2.A.1 – Global Stocks of Highly Enriched Uranium

(93 percent enriched equivalent, metric tons)
Country
China
France
India
Pakistanc
Russiad

National stockpile
(mid 2006)
22 ± 25%a
33 ± 20%a
0.2 ± 50%a
1.3 ± 15%a
770 ± 300 tonsa

U.K.
U.S.e

22 (declared)
490 (declared)

Non-weapon
statesf
Total
(approximate)

10
1350 ± 300 tons

Production Status b
Stopped in 1987-1989
Stopped in 1996
Continuing
Continuing
Stopped in 1987-1988

Stopped in 1963
Stopped in 1992

Comments

Includes 100 tons assumed
to be reserved for naval and
other reactor fuel. Does not
include 225 tons to be
blended down.
Includes 180 tons reserved
for naval and other reactor
fuel. Does not include 100
tons to be blended down or
otherwise disposed.

Does not include 325 tons
to be blended down.

Table 2.A.1 - Notes:
a

b
c
d

e

f

Institute for Science and International Security, Global Stocks of Nuclear Explosive Materials:
Chapter 7, Table 1, “Estimated Military and Excess Stocks of Highly Enriched Uranium in the Acknowledged Nuclear Weapon States, End 2003,” “Plutonium and HEU Holdings by Country, End
2003, in Tonnes,” revised, 30 June 2005; Chapter 11, “Estimates of Unirradiated Fissile Material in
de Facto Nuclear Weapon States, Produced in Nuclear Weapon Programs,” revised 30 June 2005; and
Chapter 1, Table 1, “Plutonium and HEU Holdings by Country, End 2003,” revised 7 September 2005.
These estimates are for the end of 2003. We have taken into account subsequent blend-down of Russian excess weapons HEU.
Albright, Berkhout and Walker, Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium 1996, p.80, Table 4.1.
Assuming production at a rate of 0.1 ton/yr between 2003 and 2005.
U.S. Enrichment Corporation (USEC) reports that, as of 28 June 2006, 275 metric tons of bomb-grade
HEU had been blended down: “USEC, Megatons to Megawatts,” www.usec.com. The HEU shown as a
Russian reserve for naval reactors is a guess, not based on any public information.
As of 30 September 1996, the United States had an inventory of 740.7 tons of HEU containing 620.3
tons of U-235 and had declared 177.8 tons containing 122 tons of U-235 excess, Highly Enriched
Uranium: Striking a Balance - A Historical Report on the United States Highly Enriched Uranium Production,
Acquisition, and Utilization Activities from 1945 through September 30, 1996, U.S. Department of Energy,
2001, www.ipfmlibrary.org/doe01.pdf. An additional 20 tons were declared excess in 2005 (we assume the same average enrichment as the material previously declared excess). This would leave a
residual stockpile equivalent (in terms of U-235 content) of 517 tons of 93-percent enriched HEU. We
assume that, during the subsequent decade, approximately 20 tons were consumed for naval reactor
fuel and 5 tons for research-reactor fuel. As of 31 December 2005, the United States had down-blended about 60 metric tons of HEU with average enrichment levels between 40 and 75 percent U-235:
USEC, Megatons to Megawatts, www.usec.com. We approximate the remaining HEU to be blended
down or otherwise disposed as 100 tons of 93% equivalent.
IAEA Annual Report 2004, not including HEU originally enriched to 20-26% in spent fast-reactor fuel
in Kazakhstan.
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Appendix 2.A
Table 2.A.2 – Global Stocks of Separated Plutonium

(metric tons)
Country
Belgium
China
France
Germany
Indiad
Israel
Japan
N. Koreae
Pakistan
Russia
Switzerland
U.K.
U.S.
Totals
(approximate)

Military stocksa
(end of 2005)
0

Military
productionb

4 ± 50%a
5 ± 25%a

stopped in 1991
stopped in 1994

0
0.52
0.45 ± 25%a
0

continuing
continuing

0.035 ± 50%
0.064
145 ± 25 tonsa
(34-50 tons declared excess)
0
7.6
(4.4 tons declared excess)
92
(45 tons declared excess)
254 ± 25 tons
(up to 100 tons declared excess)

continuing
continuing
effectively stopped
in 1997
stopped in 1989
stopped in 1988

Civilian stocks
end of 2004c
3.5 (2003)
(+0.4 tons abroad)
0
79
(30 tons foreign owned)
12.5
(+13.5 tons in France & U.K.)
5.4 (2005)
0
5
(+37 tons in France & U.K.)
0
0
41 (2005)
up to 3 tons in France and U.K.
103 (26 foreign owned,
plus 1 ton abroad)
0
240 tons

Table 2.A.2 - Notes:
Institute for Science and International Security, Global Stocks of Nuclear Explosive Materials [for 2003],
(Chapter 2, Table 1, revised 30 June 2005 and Chapter 11, revised 30 June 2005. The weapons plutonium holdings of the NPT nuclear weapon states were unchanged between 2003 and 2005 except
for Russia, which is producing a total of about 1.2 tons of weapon-grade plutonium annually in
three production reactors that continue to operate because they also produce heat and electricity for
nearby populations, Russia has committed not to use this material for weapons, however, “Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Russian
Federation concerning cooperation regarding plutonium production reactors,” 23 September 1997,
www.ipfmlibrary.org/ransac97.pdf, Article IV
b
Albright, Berkhout and Walker, Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium 1996, 1906; China, p.76;
France, p. 68; U.K., p. 63; and U.S., p.38.
c
Civilian stocks from INFCIRC/549 declarations to the IAEA, except for India, which is from Global
Stocks of Nuclear Explosive Materials, Chapter 4, Table 2, revised 8 July 2005. In its INFCIRC/549 statement of 4 November 2005, the United States declared, as civilian stocks, a total of 45 tons, described
as plutonium contained in unirradiated MOX fuel or other forms, and unirradiated separated plutonium held elsewhere.
d
Following the 2005 proposal by U.S. President Bush and India’s Prime Minister Singh for India to
separate its military and civilian nuclear activities and submit India’s civilian activities to IAEA monitoring in exchange for access to civilian safeguarded materials and technology in the international
market, India has proposed to include in the military sector much of the plutonium from India’s
power reactors labeled “civilian” here.
e
North Korea estimate from David Albright and Paul Brannan, “The North Korean Plutonium Stock
Mid-2006,” Institute for Science and International Security, 26 June 2006.
a
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3 Production and Disposition of Fissile Materials
Although the ﬁrst uranium-enrichment plants were built to produce HEU and the
ﬁrst reactors were built to produce plutonium – both for weapons – globally, the
civilian nuclear sector today vastly exceeds the nuclear-weapon sector in terms of
the numbers of fuel cycle facilities and ﬁssile-material production capabilities.

Civilian Nuclear Fuel Cycle

Facilities or process

IAEA Safeguards System

Fissile material
Other nuclear material

MOX fabrication
Separated plutonium (in storage)

Military Nuclear Fuel Cycle

Reprocessing
optional

Interim storage

Interim storage

Interim storage

Spent fuel

Spent fuel

Spent fuel

Fast breeder reactor

Nuclear weapons

optional

Fuel fabrication

Plutonium
Naval
reactors

Nat. U fueled reactor
(heavy water or
graphite model)

Direct
Disposal

Light water reactor

Highly-enriched
uranium

(e.g. PWR or BWR)

Reprocessing
Production reactor
(natural uranium
targets for fuel)

Fuel fabrication
Low-enriched uranium
Enrichment
Enrichment
Uranium conversion

Uranium conversion
Uranium mining and milling

Figure 3.1 - Fissile-material production in civilian and
military nuclear fuel cycles. The civil and military nucle-

ar fuel cycles have many materials and processes and
products in common. This raises the possibility of the

diversion of materials from civil to military programs
and of covert production of weapon-usable materials.
The purpose of IAEA safeguards is to detect any such
misuse of civilian nuclear material.
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A capability to produce HEU and plutonium for weapons is inherent in the civilian
nuclear fuel cycle (Figure 3.1). In 1946, Robert Oppenheimer observed that, if there
were a convention banning nuclear weapons:
“We know very well what we would do if we signed such a
convention: We would not make atomic weapons, at least not
to start with, but we would build enormous plants, and we
would design these plants in such a way that they could be
converted with the maximum ease and the minimum time delay to the production of atomic weapons saying, this is just in
case somebody two-times us; we would stockpile uranium; we
would keep as many of our developments secret as possible;
we would locate our plants, not where they would do the most
good for the production of power, but where they would do
the most good for protection against enemy attack.”42
Production of Fissile Materials
All nuclear fuel cycles start today with uranium. Uranium ore is mined and milled
to extract the uranium.
Natural uranium, which only contains 0.7 percent of U-235, is used directly as a fuel
in a small fraction of the world’s power reactors. These are the heavy water reactors
(HWRs or CANDUs), developed by Canada but used today also in Argentina, China,
South Korea, India, Pakistan and Romania. The heavy water slows or ‘moderates’
the neutrons without absorbing them. Slow neutrons are preferentially absorbed
on U-235 (250 times relative to U-238).43 As a result, it is possible to sustain a slowneutron chain reaction in natural uranium despite the fact that only one atom in
140 is U-235. Very pure graphite was used to slow neutrons in the ﬁrst plutoniumproduction reactors. The U.K.’s Magnox and AGR reactors, which use graphite as a
moderator, are descended from its plutonium-production reactors.
Uranium can also be enriched in the fraction of the chain-reacting isotope U-235.
Most nuclear power reactors today are light water reactors (LWRs) that use ordinary
water as both moderator and coolant. Because ordinary water absorbs more neutrons than heavy water, LWRs require fuel enriched to 3-5% U-235. The potential
dual use of enrichment facilities manifests itself in the fact that they can be adapted
to produce HEU for nuclear weapons.
In a reactor, neutrons captured on U-238 in the fuel produce plutonium. By the
time the fuel is discharged, about one percent of the spent LWR fuel is plutonium.
After the fuel is discharged from a reactor, it is cooled in on-site pools for at least
several years. The spent fuel can then either continue to be stored on site or elsewhere, or be reprocessed to recover the plutonium and uranium, with the ﬁssion
products and other materials stored in tanks and then solidiﬁed as high-level waste.
Ultimately, the spent fuel or high-level waste is to be stored in geological repositories. No repository is yet licensed or in operation but candidate sites are under
development in the United States, Finland, and Sweden.44
The separation of plutonium for civilian use was originally seen as a way to increase the energy that could be recovered from natural uranium, speciﬁcally
from the U-238 isotope that makes up 99.3 percent of natural uranium. Conventional reactors are efﬁcient only in ﬁssioning U-235.
The plan in most industrialized countries in the 1970s was that plutonium recovered from their spent LWR fuel would be used to provide the initial fuel for breeder
reactors that would then produce more plutonium from U-238 than they consumed,
thus in effect, turning U-238 into their fuel. Breeder reactors have not matured as a
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safe and economic technology, however. As a result, some countries that reprocess
spent fuel are storing their separated civilian plutonium, while others recycle it as
fuel for LWRs. As noted earlier, almost any mixture of plutonium isotopes can be
used in a nuclear weapon. Reprocessing therefore is also a dual-use technology.
Uranium isotope separation
The isotopes U-235 and U-238 are chemically virtually identical, differing in weight
by only one percent. They are therefore very difﬁcult to separate either chemically
or physically. The ability to do so on a scale sufﬁcient to make nuclear weapons or
LWR fuel is found in only a relatively small number of nations.
In any enrichment facility, the process splits the feed (usually natural uranium) into
two streams: a product stream enriched in U-235, and a waste (or “tails”) stream
depleted in U-235. The work of isotope separation is measured in “separative work
units” (SWUs). Likewise, the capacity of enrichment facilities is commonly described in SWU/yr. 45
To produce one kilogram of low-enriched uranium, with 4% U-235 for LWR fuel
takes about 7.5 kilograms of natural uranium feed and 6.5 SWU, if 0.2% U-235 is
left in the depleted tails. To produce one kilogram of weapon-grade uranium (93%
U-235) takes about 230 kilograms of natural uranium feed and 200 SWU, at a tails
assay of 0.3%. Therefore, producing a kilogram of weapon-grade uranium requires
about thirty times as much enrichment work as is required to produce a kilogram
of LWR fuel. However, it takes about 20,000 kg a year of the low enriched uranium
to fuel a typical 1000-Megawatt power reactor, as compared to the 25 kg of weapongrade uranium to produce a nuclear weapon.
Therefore, even a small enrichment plant, such as the one that Iran proposes to
build at Natanz, which is sized to fuel only a single power reactor, could make
enough HEU for tens of bombs a year – or if 20 tons of 4% LEU were fed into it,
could produce enough weapon-grade uranium for four bombs in a little more than
a week (see Table 3.1).
Feed

Time

Product

Depleted Tails

150 metric tons
natural uranium
150 metric tons
natural uranium
150 metric tons
natural uranium
20,000 kg 4% LEU

1 year

20,000 kg LEU (4%)

0.2% U-235

1 year

654 kg HEU (93%)
(26 bombs)
100 kg HEU (93%)
(4 bombs)
100 kg HEU (93%)
(4 bombs)

0.31%

40 days
8 days

Table 3.1 - A 130,000 SWU/year enrichment plant could either supply a single 1000-MWe reactor or make weapongrade uranium sufﬁcient for many bombs. About 130,000

SWU are needed to produce the annual reloading of
LEU fuel for a 1,000 MWe reactor. The same enrichment capacity could produce enough weapon-grade

0.65%
3.55%

uranium for 26 nuclear weapons per year (assuming
25 kg of 93%-enriched uranium per weapon) or four
weapons in 40 days. If the 20,000 kg of 4-percent enriched LEU produced for an annual reactor reload were
instead recycled through the enrichment plant, it could
be turned into enough HEU for 4 weapons in 8 days.

Today, two enrichment technologies are used on a commercial scale: gaseous diffusion and centrifuges. Gaseous diffusion plants remain operational in the United States and France, but both countries plan to switch to more economical gas
centrifuge enrichment technology. For the same reason, all countries which have
built new enrichment plants during the past three decades have chosen centrifuge
technology. Table 3.2 shows enrichment facilities currently operational or planned
worldwide.
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Country

Brazil
China

Name/Location

Resende Enrichment
Lanzhou 2
Shaanxi Enrichment Plant
France
Eurodif (Georges Besse)
Georges Besse II
Germany
Urenco Deutschlanda
India
Rattehallib
Iran
Natanzc
Japan
Rokkasho Enrichment Plant
Netherlands Urenco Nederlanda
Pakistan
Kahutab
Russiad
Angarsk
Novouralsk (Sverdlovsk-44)
Zelenogorsk (Krasnoyarsk-45)
Seversk (Tomsk-7)
U.K.
Capenhurst
U.S.
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Portsmouth
Piketon, Ohio (USEC/DOE)e
Eunice, NM (LES/Urenco)e

Type

Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Military
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Military
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian

Table 3.2 - Large enrichment facilities, operational,
under construction, and planned. Apart from some

laboratory-scale facilities, all enrichment facilities
today use either the gaseous diffusion (GD) or the gas
centrifuge (GC) process. Since the large U.S. gaseous
diffusion facility in Portsmouth, Ohio was shutdown
in 2001, centrifuge facilities have accounted for more
than half of global SWU production. Unless otherwise
noted, enrichment capacities are based on the IAEA’s
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information System (NFCIS, data
retrieved in February 2006).

Status

Under construction
Under construction
In operation
In operation
Planned
In operation
In operation
Under construction
In operation
In operation
In operation
In operation
In operation
In operation
In operation
In operation
In operation
Standby
Planned
Planned

Process

GC
GC
GC
GD
GC
GC
GC
GC
GC
GC
GC
GC
GC
GC
GC
GC
GD
GD
GC
GC

Capacity
1000’s of SWUs/year

120
500
500
10800
500
1800 (4500)
4-10
100-250
1050
2500 (3500)
15-20
1600
9800
5800
2800
4000
11000
7400
3500
3000

Notes: a) Entries in parentheses for Urenco facilities

are capacities after planned expansions are complete;
b) Estimates for India from: M.V. Ramana, “An Estimate
of India’s Uranium Enrichment Capacity,” Science &
Global Security, Vol. 12, 2004; and for Pakistan from:
D. Albright et al., Plutonium and Highly Enriched
Uranium, 1996; c) Entry for Iran assumes 50,000 machines with a capacity of 2-5 SWU/yr each, from: Mark
Hibbs, “Current Capacity at Natanz Plant about 2,500
SWU/yr, Data Suggest,” Nuclear Fuels, 31 January
2005; d) Estimates for Russia are from: Oleg Bukharin, “Understanding Russia’s Enrichment Complex,”
Science & Global Security, Vol. 12, 2004; e) Information
on planned U.S. facilities from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, www.nrc.gov/materials/fuel-cycle-fac/
gas-centrifuge.html.

Modern gas centrifuges spin uranium hexaﬂuoride (UF6) gas at enormous speeds so
that the uranium is pressed against the wall with more than 100,000 times the force
of gravity. The molecules containing the heavier U-238 atoms concentrate slightly
more toward the wall relative to the molecules containing the lighter U-235. Combined with an axial countercurrent circulation of the UF6 in the machine, this effect
can be exploited to separate the two isotopes (see Figure 3.2 for an illustration).
Both throughput and enrichment achieved with a single machine are very small.
The process is therefore repeated in a “cascade” of of ten or more stages to produce
uranium enriched to the 3-5 percent level used in most nuclear-power reactors. If
the cascade is extended to three times as many stages or the uranium is recycled
through the cascade three or four times, weapon-grade uranium can be produced
(see Figure 3.3).
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Uranium hexaﬂuoride (UF6) is
injected into the centrifuge and
spun at very high speeds.

1

Due to the enormous centrifugal
force, the heavier uranium-238
isotope has a tendency to be
closer to the rotor wall.

2

U-235 concentration increases in
the rising and decreases in the
descending streams, which are
extracted at the top and bottom
respectively.

3

product
top scoop
baffle

Enriched uranium
Depleted uranium

center post
casing

rotor

bottom scoop
electromagnetic
motor
bottom bearing

Figure 3.2 - The gas centrifuge for uranium enrichment
and its large-scale use in an enrichment facility. The

possibility of using centrifuges to separate isotopes
was raised shortly after isotopes were discovered in
1919. The ﬁrst experiments using centrifuges to sepa-

rate isotopes of uranium (and other elements) were
successfully carried out on a small scale prior to and
during World War II, but the technology only became
economically competitive in the 1970s. Today, centrifuges are the most economic enrichment technology,
but also the most proliferation-prone.46

From a nonproliferation perspective, centrifuge technology has two major disadvantages relative to gaseous diffusion technology. First, the number of stages is
much smaller (ten in the example given in Figure 3.3 versus a thousand) and so the
uranium moves through the cascade very quickly. Second, the inventory held up in
a typical cascade is more than a thousand metric tons in a gaseous diffusion plant
as compared to a few kilograms in a centrifuge plant.47 This means that it could
take only days to ﬂush the uranium out of a centrifuge cascade and re-conﬁgure
it for HEU production. This makes possible a “breakout” scenario, where peaceful
technology is quickly converted to weapon use.
Second, clandestine centrifuge facilities are virtually impossible to detect with remote- sensing techniques. A centrifuge plant with a capacity to make HEU sufﬁcient
for a bomb or two per year could be small and indistinguishable from many other
industrial buildings. Due to its low power consumption, there are no unusual thermal signatures as compared to other types of factories with comparable ﬂoor areas.
Leakage of UF6 to the atmosphere from centrifuge facilities is also minimal because
the gas in the pipes is below atmospheric pressure. Air therefore leaks into the centrifuges rather than the UF6 leaking out. The challenge of detecting gas-centrifuge
enrichment plants is discussed further in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.3 – Typical cascades for LEU and HEU production.

Figure 3.4 - Inset photo. Cascade hall in Urenco’s

The LEU cascade (top) produces uranium enriched to
4%, U-235 in 10 stages (seven processing enriched
uranium and three depleted uranium); the HEU
cascade (bottom) produces uranium enriched above
90% in 32 stages. Tails are 0.3% in both cases and
the enrichment factor per stage is 1.3. The number of
machines in both cascades is identical, but the HEU
cascade produces much less product.

plant at Gronau, Germany, seen from above
(courtesy Urenco).

Plutonium production and separation
The weapon that destroyed Nagasaki contained six kilograms of plutonium. Plutonium does not occur naturally. It is produced in nuclear reactors when a U-238
nucleus absorbs a neutron creating short-lived U-239, which subsequently decays
to neptunium and, ultimately, to plutonium (see Figure 3.5).
Almost all reactors dedicated to the production of plutonium for weapons have
been fueled with natural uranium. To avoid the buildup of unwanted heavier plutonium-isotopes, (Pu-240, Pu-241, etc.) only about one seventh of the 0.7 percent
U-235 in the fuel is ﬁssioned.48 In such reactors, about 0.9 grams of plutonium are
produced per gram of U-235 ﬁssioned or, equivalently, per thermal megawatt day.
For example, India’s CIRUS research reactor, which has a thermal power of 40 megawatts, would, at a 70% capacity factor, discharge annually about 10.2 tons of spent
fuel containing about 9.2 kg of weapon grade plutonium.
Plutonium is also produced in civilian power reactors. In LWRs, the net plutonium
production is only 0.2-0.3 grams of plutonium per thermal megawatt-day because
about two thirds of the plutonium is ﬁssioned in place during the long residency of
the fuel in the reactor core. A 1000 MWe (3000 megawatt-thermal) LWR, operating at a 90-percent capacity factor produces about 250 kilograms of plutonium per
year. Because the burn-up of the fuel is much higher than in production reactors,
the fraction of heavier plutonium isotopes is more than 40 percent.
In the heavy-water-moderated CANDU power reactor, plutonium production per
megawatt-day is about twice as high as in LWRs and the fraction in the heavier plutonium isotopes is smaller – about 25 percent. CANDU reactors are continuously refueled instead of once every one or two years for LWRs, thus making international
monitoring of the fuel more costly.
Several countries have pursued the development of fast-neutron or “plutoniumbreeder” reactors. In breeder reactors, the reactor core is surrounded by a “blanket”
of natural or depleted uranium that captures the neutrons escaping the core to make
more plutonium. The plutonium that builds up in the blanket is weapon-grade.

238
92

U

239
92

e-

U

e2.4 days
239
93
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Figure 3.5 - Making plutonium in a nuclear reactor.

A neutron released by the ﬁssioning of a chain-reacting U-235 nucleus is absorbed by the nucleus of
a U-238 atom. The resulting U-239 nucleus decays with

24,000 years
239
94

Pu

a half-life of 24 minutes into neptunium, which in turn
decays into Pu-239. Each decay is accompanied by the
emission of an electron (e-) and a neutrino (ν).
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Thus, uranium-based spent fuel from all types of reactors will contain substantial
amounts of plutonium. However, as long as the plutonium remains embedded in
the spent fuel along with the highly radioactive ﬁssion products, it is relatively inaccessible. Spent fuel can only be handled remotely due to the very intense radiation
ﬁeld, which makes its diversion or theft a rather unrealistic scenario.49 Therefore,
separating the plutonium from the ﬁssion products and uranium makes diversion
or theft a much greater concern. Separated plutonium can be handled without radiation shielding. It is dangerous primarily when inhaled or ingested.
Installed nuclear capacity [GW(e)]
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Figure 3.6 - Nuclear power capacity, historically. Global

nuclear capacity grew rapidly during the 1970s and
1980s. Public opposition, high costs, unresolved waste
issues, and the accidents at Three-Mile-Island and
Chernobyl in 1979 and 1986 led to a sharp decline of
new orders of nuclear power plants worldwide. In

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2006, there were 440 power reactors with an installed
capacity of about 370 GW(e). Due to the shutdown
of aging reactors, this capacity will decline during
the next few decades unless the rate of ordering new
nuclear power plants rises above an average of about
ten per year.

Separation of the plutonium is done in a “reprocessing” operation. With the current PUREX technology, the spent fuel is chopped into small pieces, and dissolved
in hot nitric acid. The plutonium is extracted in an organic solvent which is mixed
with the nitric acid using blenders and pulse columns, and then separated with
centrifuge extractors. Because all of this has to be done behind heavy shielding and
with remote handling, reprocessing requires both resources and technical experience. However, detailed descriptions of the process have been available in technical
literature since the 1950s.
Military reprocessing. All of the nuclear weapon states have produced plutonium
through reprocessing. As indicated in the previous chapter, the United States, United Kingdom, France, and China have stopped producing plutonium for weapons.
Russia continues to produce about 1.2 tons of separated plutonium a year as an unwanted byproduct of the continued operation of three of its plutonium-production
reactors. Israel, India, Pakistan, and North Korea have not indicated that they have
stopped plutonium production for weapons.
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Country

France
Indiaa
(heavy-water
reactor
[HWR] fuel)
Israelb
(HWR fuel)
Japan
Pakistana
(HWR fuel)
Russia

U.K.

Name/location

Type

Status

Design capacity
[tHM/yr]

La Hague - UP2
La Hague - UP3

Civilian
Civilian

In operation
In operation

1000
1000

Trombay
Tarapur
Kalpakkam

Military
(unclear)
(unclear)

In operation
In operation
In operation

50
100
100

Dimona
JNC Tokai Reprocessing Plant
Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant

Military
Civilian
Civilian

In operation
In operation
Under construction

Nilore
RT-1 Ozersk (Mayak or Chelyabinsk-65)
RT-2, Zheleznogorsk (Krasnoyarsk-26)
Seversk (Tomsk -7)c
Zheleznogorsk (Krasnoyarsk-26)c
BNFL B205 Magnox Reprocessing
(graphite-moderated reactor fuel)
BNFL Thorp

Military
Civilian
Civilian
Military
Military
Civilian

In operation
In operation
Deferred
In operation
In operation
In operation

Civilian

Operation currently
suspended

Table 3.3 - Reprocessing facilities worldwide, operational
and under construction. As listed by the IAEA’s Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Information System (NFCIS, data retrieved

in February 2006), except where indicated. Actual
throughput in reprocessing plants is often a small
fraction of their design capacity.
Notes: a) Estimates for India and Pakistan are from:

Z. Mian and A.H. Nayyar, “An Initial Analysis of Kr-85
Production and Dispersion from Reprocessing in India
and Pakistan,” Science & Global Security, Vol. 10, No.

40-100
210
800
10-20
400
800
6000
3500
1500
900

3, 2002; b) the estimate for Israel is inferred from:
Albright, Berkhout and Walker, Plutonium and Highly
Enriched Uranium 1996, p. 259-261; c) estimates for
Seversk and Zheleznogorsk derived from peak annual
plutonium production given by Thomas Cochran,
Robert S. Norris ad Oleg A. Bukharin, Making the Russian Bomb: From Stalin to Yeltsin, Westview, 1995,
p. 280 and 291, and plutonium concentration in spent
fuel given by D.F. Newman, C.J. Gesh, E.F. Love and S.L.
Harms, Summary of Near-term Options for Russian Plutonium Production Reactors, Paciﬁc Northwest National
Laboratory, PNL-9982, July 1994, p. 9.

Plutonium produced in commercial reactors. Figure 3.6 shows the growth of nuclear
power worldwide. At present, world nuclear generating capacity stands at about 370
gigawatts-electric (GWe), approximately 87 percent of which is in LWRs.50 The total
spent fuel generated annually is approximately 7000 metric tons, containing about
70 metric tons of plutonium. The cumulative total of plutonium still in spent fuel
worldwide at the end of 2005 was approximately 1450 metric tons.51 Roughly onethird of the spent fuel generated each year is reprocessed; most of the remainder
is being stored at reactor sites. Reprocessing of civilian spent fuel is being done at
present in the United Kingdom, France, Russia, India, and Japan (see Table 3.3). This
civilian separation of plutonium stemmed originally from the interest of some industrialized countries in commercializing plutonium-breeder reactors. This interest,
which peaked in the 1970s, was driven by an expectation that the world’s nuclear
generating capacity would grow to thousands of gigawatts by the year 2000 and approach 10,000 GWe in 2020.52 Such a huge capacity could not have been supported
by known reserves of high-grade uranium ore.
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Efforts to commercialize plutonium breeder reactors have largely failed because
of their poor economics and technical difﬁculties. A few countries in Western Europe are using their separated plutonium to make mixed-oxide (MOX, uraniumplutonium) fuel for conventional light-water reactors as a substitute for standard
LEU fuel. The United Kingdom and Russia are simply storing their separated plutonium and Japan has not yet overcome local opposition to MOX fuel. As a result,
the global stockpile of separated civilian plutonium has been growing steadily for
decades. Figure 3.7 illustrates this trend, going back to 1996, when all countries
with stocks of civilian separated plutonium except India started to publicly declare their civilian plutonium holdings to the IAEA. With Japan’s new reprocessing plant going into operation in 2006, the growth of the global stockpile of separated civilian plutonium will continue for some time, even if the United Kingdom
ends its reprocessing operations by 2012, as currently planned.53
The United States abandoned reprocessing in the late 1970s for nonproliferation
and economic reasons. Recently, however, the Bush Administration embraced reprocessing as part of its proposed Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP). This
proposal is discussed further in Chapter 7.
Disposition of ﬁssile materials
From a technical perspective, the disposition of HEU is simple and straightforward. It can be down-blended to low enrichment by mixing with depleted, natural, or slightly-enriched uranium. This process cannot be reversed without re-enrichment. It is also economically attractive since the LEU product can be sold for
use as commercial reactor fuel at a price several times higher than the cost of the
blend down process.
Inventory
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Figure 3.7 - Stockpiles of civilian separated plutonium are
growing. Since 1996, the civilian plutonium stock-

pile has increased by more than 80 metric tons and
exceeded 240 metric tons at the end of 2004. This total
does not include the nearly 100 tons of weapon-grade
plutonium declared excess by the United States,
Russia. and the U.K. Japan, Germany and some
smaller West European countries store their plutonium
at the French and U.K. reprocessing plants until it
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2001

can be used. This practice increases the inventories attributed here to France and the U.K. (see Table 2.A.2).
The civilian stockpile of separated plutonium is likely
to continue to grow rapidly because of Japan’s large
new reprocessing plant at Rokkasho, which became
operational in 2006, although Japan has not yet been
able to recycle any of the more than 40 tons of separated plutonium that it has already accumulated. Data
from IAEA INFCIRC/549 declarations.

Russia agreed to sell 500 tons of its excess weapon-grade HEU, after down-blending
to LEU, to the United States in a groundbreaking 1993 bilateral agreement. The rate
of blend down is limited to 30 tons per year, however, so as not to disrupt the uranium and enrichment markets. The United States is similarly down-blending most
of the 198 tons of HEU that it has declared excess for military purposes.
Plutonium. The debate on the management of separated plutonium inventories has
been primarily focused on the weapon plutonium declared excess by the United
States and Russia.54 Most of the considerations are equally applicable, however, to
the disposition of civilian stocks of separated plutonium that are accumulating in
Europe, Russia – and soon – Japan.

Two approaches are currently being pursued:
1. Consolidating and storing excess inventories indeﬁnitely in high-security facilities
such as that built at Mayak for excess Russian weapon plutonium, with U.S. funds.55
This approach is only as effective as the institution responsible for security.
2. Mixing the plutonium with ﬁssion products – either through irradiation or directly – so as to recreate the radiation barrier that was eliminated when the plutonium was separated. This concept is sometimes measured by the “spent fuel
standard,” which was deﬁned in the National Academy studies as the objective of
making excess plutonium “roughly as inaccessible for weapons use as the much
larger and growing stock of plutonium in spent fuel.”56 One way to do this is by
mixing the plutonium with uranium to make mixed oxide fuel and then irradiating the fuel in power reactors. MOX fuel containing about four percent weapon-grade plutonium mixed with depleted uranium can be used as an alternative to LEU fuel in LWR. In a second approach, the plutonium would be mixed
with already existing ﬁssion products in highly radioactive reprocessing waste –
or with spent fuel, to create a radiological barrier.57
In the long term (after a century or so of cooling), the gamma-radiation ﬁeld around
spent fuel will die down to levels that are no longer considered adequate for self
protection and additional barriers such as deep safeguarded underground storage
would be required.
Russia and the United States agreed in 2000 to eliminate 34 tons of weapon plutonium each. Russia agreed, however, only on the conditions that its plutonium and
most of the U.S. plutonium be disposed of in MOX and that other governments
fund the building and operation of the necessary infrastructure in Russia. Progress
has been stalled for years by disagreements between the United States and Russia
with regard to immunity from liability of U.S. contractors in Russia. The G-7 governments have committed $800 million, but that is nowhere near enough to cover
both construction and operation of a MOX-fuel fabrication plant. The estimated
cost of constructing the U.S. MOX facility increased from less than $1 billion to
$3.5 billion between 2002 and 2005.58 In any case, Russia would prefer to use the
assistance to help it build a plutonium breeder reactor to irradiate the plutonium.59
In 2006, the U.S. Congress began to reassess this program, including considering
decoupling the U.S. and Russian plutonium disposition programs and shifting the
focus of the U.S. plutonium-disposition program to the less costly option of immobilizing the plutonium with ﬁssion products.60
Currently, neither Russia nor the United Kingdom has deﬁnite plans for how to
dispose of their excess stocks of civilian plutonium. Japan plans to dispose of its
stock via recycle in MOX in light water reactors but has not yet begun because of
public opposition.
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4

Agreements and Institutions
to Control Fissile Materials
There are many overlapping bilateral, multilateral and international agreements
in place to control the production and use of ﬁssile materials and a diverse
array of institutions that have emerged to monitor them. In the past, almost all of
these efforts focused on preventing proliferation activities in non-nuclear weapon
states. Since September 2001, however, they have focused as well on the physical
protection of ﬁssile materials against possible threats from sub-national groups.
Efforts to control access to nuclear-weapon materials predate the bombing of Hiroshima. Even as work on the ﬁrst nuclear weapon was going on, General Leslie
Groves, who was in charge of the effort, the “Manhattan Project,” proposed that
the United States try to acquire total control of the world’s uranium supplies in
order to stop any other state from having access to the raw material from which
ﬁssile materials can be produced.61 But it was clear, even then, that uranium is available virtually everywhere, even if not in concentrations of interest to commercial
producers.
In the aftermath of the destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the newly founded
United Nations, on January 24, 1946, in its ﬁrst General Assembly resolution, established an Atomic Energy Commission “to deal with the problems raised by the discovery of atomic energy.” The Commission was given a mandate to make proposals
for: sharing the basic science of atomic energy, instituting a system of safeguards
to ensure that the uses of the new science were peaceful, and eliminating atomic
weapons and all other weapons of mass destruction.62
On March 16, 1946, the United States published a Report on the International Control
of Atomic Energy (the so-called Acheson-Lilienthal Report) which presented the U.S.
Government’s ﬁrst public thoughts on the management of atomic energy. In June
1946, the United States presented to the United Nations a modiﬁed version of this
proposal, known as the Baruch Plan.63 While the plan failed to gain approval, it
informed the Atomic Energy Commission’s ﬁrst annual report to the U.N. Security
Council in December 1946. The Commission proposed a treaty to establish an international agency and “for the control of atomic energy to the extent necessary to
insure its use only for peaceful purposes.” It argued that:
“Effective control of atomic energy depends upon effective
control of the production and use of uranium, thorium, and
their nuclear fuel derivatives. Appropriate mechanisms of
control to prevent their unauthorized diversion or clandestine
production and use and to reduce the dangers of seizure – including one or more of the following types of safeguards: accounting, inspection, supervision management, and licensing –
must be applied through the various stages of the processes
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from the time the uranium and thorium ores are severed from
the ground to the time they become nuclear fuels and are
used.”64
Largely because of the Cold War, there was little immediate progress in this direction. In the struggle for allies in this contest, the United States, in 1953, launched
its “Atoms for Peace” program to share nuclear technology with other states for
peaceful purposes.65 The Soviet Union launched a similar program. The outcome
was the start of nuclear research and energy programs in many more countries,
some of which subsequently were used as the basis for nuclear-weapon programs.
In the absence of international safeguards, systems of bilateral safeguards were established whereby nuclear suppliers could be assured of the peaceful use of nuclear
facilities and materials that they supplied. These arrangements, established most
extensively by the United States, required recipient states to provide reports on the
use of U.S.-supplied reactors and materials and to permit U.S. inspectors to visit
facilities. The United States had negotiated 20 such agreements by the year the International Atomic Energy Agency was established in 1957.66
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
The United Nations established the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) “to
accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health and prosperity throughout the world” and to do so in a way that “assistance provided by it
or at its request or under its supervision or control is not used in such a way as to
further any military purpose.” Speciﬁcally, the IAEA was charged:
“To establish and administer safeguards designed to ensure
that special ﬁssionable and other materials, services,
equipment,facilities, and inormation made available by
the Agency or at its request or under its supervision or control are not used in such a way as to further any military
purpose; and to apply safeguards, at the request of the parties, to any bilateral or multilateral arrangement, or at the
request of a State, to any of that State’s activities in the ﬁeld
of atomic energy.”67
According to its founding statute, the IAEA is required to both promote and
regulate nuclear power. This double role is seen by some to be problematic.68
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) and its safeguards system
The 1970 Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) commits signatories which had
tested nuclear weapons before 1967 (United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France
and China) to eliminate their nuclear weapons (but not by any speciﬁed date) and
requires all other signatory states not to acquire such weapons. It also assures nonnuclear weapon states access to the peaceful use of nuclear technology under a
system of inspections by the IAEA.
With regard to safeguards, non-nuclear weapon states agree to subject all their
“source or special ﬁssionable material” to IAEA safeguards.69 The generic IAEA safeguards agreement, INFCIRC/153, requires non-nuclear weapon states who that are
parties to the NPT to declare all nuclear facilities containing source or special ﬁssionable materials, to report all activities involving signiﬁcant quantities of such materials, and to allow IAEA inspections of such facilities and activities. The requirement
that all of a country’s peaceful activities be put under safeguards is referred to as
“full-scope” or “comprehensive” safeguards.70
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The goal of these safeguards is to be able to detect in a timely fashion, and hence
deter, possible diversion or production of a signiﬁcant quantity of ﬁssile material.
A signiﬁcant quantity is deﬁned as “the approximate amount of nuclear material
for which the possibility of manufacturing a nuclear explosive device cannot be excluded,” taking into account possible losses due to conversion and manufacturing
processes (see Table 4.1). Timeliness of detection is determined by comparison with
the estimated time that it would take to extract or produce metallic ﬁssile materials
from the diverted material and convert it into a nuclear weapon component (see
Table 4.2).
Table 4.1 - IAEA ‘Signiﬁcant Quantities’ of Nuclear Materials71
Fissile Materials

Plutonium containing less than 80% Pu-238
U-233
HEU (uranium containing more than 20% U-235)

Signiﬁcant Quantity

8 kg
8 kg
25 kg
of contained U-235

Materials from which ﬁssile material could be produced

LEU (containing less than 20% U-235),
Natural uranium
Depleted uranium or thorium

75 kg
of contained U-235
10 tons
20 tons

Table 4.2 - Estimated times for producing ﬁnished weapon-usable metal components72
Beginning material form

Pu, HEU or U-233 metal
Pure Pu compounds such as PuO2
HEU, U-233 and plutonium in other forms, including in irradiated fuel
LEU and thorium

Conversion time

7–10 days
1–3 weeks
1–3 months
3–12 months

In addition to the comprehensive safeguards embodied in INFCIRC/153, the IAEA
has concluded INFCIRC/66 safeguards agreements on speciﬁc facilities in India, Pakistan and Israel, which remain outside the NPT.
Since the late 1970s, in response to charges of discrimination, the ﬁve NPT nuclear
weapon states have negotiated individual “voluntary offer” agreements with the
IAEA whereby the Agency can monitor and inspect materials at facilities placed on
a “facilities list” by the host state.73 All of these states reserve the right to remove
facilities from the list. In the United States, about 250 facilities have been offered
for safeguards.74 But, because of the IAEA’s limited resources, only four containing
large amounts of HEU or plutonium are actually being safeguarded and are being
inspected monthly.75
The most recent IAEA report, for 2004, shows that the Agency had safeguards agreements in force with 144 States. These covered 923 facilities and locations, and about
164,000 tons of nuclear material, including 32 tons of HEU and 89 tons of separated
plutonium. During 2004, there were 2302 safeguards inspections at 598 facilities
and locations.76
In 2004, the IAEA’s safeguards budget was $104.9 million, with an additional $16.3
million in voluntary contributions from member states for equipment, services and
staff training.77 The total IAEA budget for 2004 was $268.5 million.
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After the Gulf War of 1991 revealed that Iraq, a party to the NPT, had been pursuing a covert nuclear weapon program, the IAEA’s authority was extended to allow
it to look for undeclared activities as well as monitor declared activities. The interpretation of the IAEA’s rights under INFCIRC/153 were therefore strengthened. An
Additional Protocol (INFCIRC/540) was concluded in 1997, allowing the Agency
to require: more comprehensive information about nuclear-related activities, increased access to sites, and authorization to employ environmental sampling and
other means to look for undeclared activities.
As of December 13, 2005, 107 countries had signed the Additional Protocol, and 71
of those had ratiﬁed it. Several non-nuclear weapon states with active nuclear programs have not yet signed, including Argentina, Brazil, Egypt and South Korea. Iran
has signed but not yet ratiﬁed. All of the original ﬁve weapon states have signed
the Protocol as a supplement to their voluntary offer agreements, but it has not yet
come into force for the United States and Russia.78 Even after full ratiﬁcation, however, implementation of the Additional Protocol in the nuclear weapon states will
be limited, with the weapon states allowed to keep facilities out of bounds to the
IAEA under national security exceptions.79
Regional initiatives
Some groupings of states have established regional and national mechanisms that
complement IAEA safeguards. Two of these are Euratom and the Argentine-Brazil
Agency for Accounting and Control (ABACC). These have generally worked well but
not without controversy because of disputes over their authority relative to that of
the IAEA and the issue of “self-policing.”80 Also, large groups of non-weapon states
have joined regionally to reinforce the Nonproliferation Treaty by declaring their
regions to be nuclear-weapon-free zones.
Euratom. France and the United Kingdom are NPT nuclear weapon states and therefore exempt from compulsory IAEA safeguards, except to the extent that these safeguards follow nuclear materials from non-weapon states. Because they are members
of Euratom, however, under the terms of the Euratom Treaty of 1957, all materials
in France and the United Kingdom that are declared to be civilian have to be placed
under Euratom safeguards. Under this treaty, the European Commission can send
inspectors to any place in the EU where declared nuclear materials are located.
Safeguards agreements between the EU, the IAEA and the EU member states lay
out the arrangements whereby the IAEA can oversee and complement Commission
controls of nuclear materials. The United Kingdom and France report civil nuclear
material stocks and activities to both Euratom and the IAEA in the same detail as do
non-weapon-state members. The IAEA and the Commission both perform inspections in the non-nuclear members of the EU; but only Commission inspectors do
so for U.K. and French civilian nuclear materials.81
ABACC. In 1991, Argentina and Brazil signed a bilateral agreement to use
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes only, and to prohibit and prevent the
acquisition or testing of nuclear weapons. In this way they formally ended the
secret nuclear weapon programs that had been underway in both states since
the late 1970s. To monitor the agreement, they established the Argentine Brazil
Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials (ABACC). Subsequently,
both countries joined the NPT – Argentina in 1995 and Brazil in 1998.82 Under
ABACC, Argentine and Brazilian inspectors regularly visit facilities in the other
country. And, as with Euratom, the IAEA oversees and complements the ABACC
safeguards arrangements.83

The model adopted in Europe and Latin America of regional conﬁdence building in
tandem with broader international oversight has proven to be quite effective and
might be appropriate in other regions such as the Middle East and South Asia.
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Treaty of Tlatelolco
Treaty of Bangkok
Treaty of Rarotonga
Treaty of Pelindaba (not yet in force)

Figure 4.1 – Since 1967 many states have joined their
neighbors in creating regional Nuclear Weapon Free
Zones.

The map shows these states up to 2005, but does
not include the associated ocean areas that are also
covered.

Nuclear-weapon-free zones. Nuclear weapon free zones forbid the manufacture,
production, acquisition, testing and stationing of nuclear weapons in their regions.
These zones now include Latin America (the Treaty of Tlatelolco, 1967), the South
Paciﬁc (the Treaty of Rarotonga, 1985), South-east Asia (the Treaty of Bangkok,
1995), and Africa (the Treaty of Pelindaba, 1996, which has not yet entered into
force). In 2005, the Central Asian states agreed on the text of the Central Asian
Nuclear Weapons Free Zone Treaty. A number of other zones have been proposed,
including for the Middle East and South Asia. Figure 4.1 above shows the existing
zones.
Conditions and constraints imposed by nuclear suppliers
Bilateral safeguards. The IAEA has taken over most of the veriﬁcation responsibilities associated with bilateral safeguards.84 However, the constraints included in
the bilateral arrangements continue to condition the supply and uses of facilities,
equipment, technology and materials. These conditions have extensive coverage,
in large part because of the United States use of such agreements, and in particular,
the ‘consent rights’ it attached to uranium that it has supplied or enriched or that
has passed through a reactor using U.S. licensed technology. By one estimate, the
United States has consent rights on over 80% of the non-Russian origin fuel currently in the civil nuclear sector worldwide.85
Canada and Australia have also applied bilateral safeguards patterned on those developed by the United States. These are signiﬁcant because Canada and Australia
are responsible for 65% of the world’s uranium supply. Australia, for example, requires that its bilateral safeguards will be applied if, for any reason, IAEA safeguards
cease to apply.86
Nuclear Suppliers Groups. Groups of states exporting nuclear material and equipment have agreed on guidelines for these exports. The ﬁrst was the Nuclear Exporters
Committee, known as the Zangger Committee, established in 1971.87 The Nuclear
Supplier Group (NSG) established in 1977, has now largely superseded the Zangger
Committee. It includes 45 nuclear suppliers88 and plays a major role in managing
international trade in nuclear technology. The NSG agreed on a set of guidelines for
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nuclear transfers in 1978 that includes a list of items that suppliers agree to export
to non-nuclear weapon states only when the receiving state has brought into force
an agreement with the IAEA for full-scope safeguards on all its current and future
nuclear activities. Suppliers have also agreed to exercise restraint on the transfer of
sensitive technologies, such as reprocessing and enrichment facilities. In practice,
since the NSG was founded, its members have exported enrichment or reprocessing
technology to only one non-nuclear weapon state, Japan.
Physical protection of nuclear material and nuclear facilities
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material. To counter the risk of
theft of ﬁssile materials, a Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material was signed in March 1980 to set security standards on international transport
of nuclear materials and cooperation among states for the protection, recovery, and
return of stolen nuclear materials.89 In July 2005, the Convention was renamed the
Convention on Physical Protection of Nuclear Material and Nuclear Facilities and
amended to legally require signatories to protect nuclear facilities and nuclear materials in peaceful domestic use and storage as well as in international transport.90
The amendments will take effect once they have been ratiﬁed by two-thirds of the
signatories of the Convention.
U.N. Security Council Resolution 1540. In April 2004, the U.N. Security Council
passed Resolution 1540 requiring all states to “adopt and enforce appropriate effective laws which prohibit any non-State actor to manufacture, acquire, possess, develop, transport, transfer or use nuclear, chemical or biological weapons and their
means of delivery.”91 States are also required “to develop and maintain appropriate
effective measures to account for and secure” nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons and materials, including putting in place physical protection measures, border
controls, law enforcement efforts to prevent illicit trafﬁcking, and export and transshipment controls.
The resolution required each state to submit, within six months, a report on what
measures it had taken to comply. A “1540 Committee” was set to oversee implementation of the resolution.92 The chair of the 1540 Committee reported in December 2005 that 124 States had submitted reports and that 60 or so states had not yet
reported.93 The 1540 Committee’s original mandate was to expire in April 2006 but
has been extended until April 2008.
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II

New Initiatives to Control Fissile Materials

Introduction
If there is to be progress in nuclear disarmament and nonproliferation and in countering the risk of nuclear terrorism, new initiatives will be required to stem the production of ﬁssile materials, reduce stocks and locations, and constrain the spread of
the means of their production.
The following four chapters therefore examine technical and policy issues relating
to:
•

Veriﬁcation of an agreement to prevent the further production of ﬁssile material
for weapons,

•

Sharing between countries information about the sizes of the existing stockpiles of
ﬁssile materials – starting with Russia and the United States,

•

Limiting the spread of enrichment and reprocessing facilities, and

•

Drastically reducing the use of highly enriched uranium as a reactor fuel.

These initiatives could represent important elements of a strengthened ﬁssile material control regime.
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5 A Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty
Advocates of nuclear reductions have sought, since the 1950s, a Fissile Material
Cutoff Treaty (FMCT) that would cap the amount of ﬁssile material available for
nuclear weapons and lay a basis for irreversible reductions. With the end of the
Cold War, both the Soviet Union/Russia and the United States decided to support an FMCT and, in 1993, the U.N. General Assembly passed, by consensus, a
resolution calling for the negotiation of:
“a non-discriminatory, multilateral and international and
effectively veriﬁable treaty banning the production of ﬁssile
material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive
devices.”94
Under the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), the non-weapon states have already committed not to produce ﬁssile material for weapons and are subject to
stringent veriﬁcation by the IAEA. Therefore, the FMCT would impose new limitations only on the ﬁve countries that have joined the NPT as weapon states (the
United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France and China) and the four countries
that are not parties to the NPT (Israel, India, Pakistan – and North Korea, if it does
not rejoin the NPT as a non-weapon state).
All ﬁve NPT nuclear weapon states made known in the early 1990s (China informally) that they had ended or suspended their production of ﬁssile material for
weapons.95 An FMCT would turn this informal production moratorium into a binding commitment. If they became parties to the treaty, an FMCT also would cap the
stockpiles of the four non-NPT countries, all of which may still be producing ﬁssile
materials for weapons.
The 1995 and 2000 NPT Review Conferences reafﬁrmed the importance of achieving an FMCT and, in 2000, the Review Conference speciﬁcally called upon the U.N.
Conference on Disarmament in Geneva to commence negotiations immediately
and conclude them within ﬁve years.
Initiation of negotiations on an FMCT in the U.N.’s Conference on Disarmament
in Geneva (CD) has been blocked for a decade however, by disagreements over proposals to link the negotiations to parallel negotiations on other issues. The most
recent attempt to break this impasse was made in 2003 by ﬁve CD Ambassadors
who proposed that negotiations on an FMCT proceed in parallel with negotiations
on a treaty to bar nuclear threats against non-nuclear weapon states and separate
discussions (but not negotiations) on possible treaties on nuclear disarmament and
on arrangements to prevent an arms race in outer space.96 This compromise has
wide support in the CD but not by the consensus that is required to proceed.97
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The impasse on issues of linkage may reﬂect the reality that none of the NPT weapon
states currently gives a high priority to pursuit of an FMCT. The Bush Administration recently showed some interest and tabled a draft FMCT at the CD on May 18,
2006.98 Reportedly, it sees negotiation of an FMCT as helpful in reducing opposition
in the Nuclear Suppliers Group and the U.S. Congress to the proposed U.S.-India
nuclear deal.99 In the absence of an FMCT, this deal would allow India to accelerate
the buildup of its stockpile of ﬁssile material for weapons.100 India formally supports
negotiations on a cutoff but sees it in the distant future and expects to produce
more ﬁssile material for weapons in the interim, as does Pakistan. Israel is unenthusiastic about a cutoff, in part at least because it produces tritium with its plutoniumproduction reactor at Dimona and is loath to accept intrusive veriﬁcation there.
Even if the logjam at the CD could be broken and negotiations on an FMCT ﬁnally
launched, there would be a number of contentious issues to deal with. These include
the deﬁnition of ﬁssile materials, the treatment of pre-existing stocks of materials,
the production of ﬁssile materials for civilian purposes, the manner of veriﬁcation
of the treaty, and its duration. Each of these issues is discussed in turn below.
Deﬁnition of ﬁssile material
The deﬁnition of ﬁssile material in the U.S. draft FMCT is close to the deﬁnition
adopted by the IAEA for weapon-usable or “direct-use” material: uranium enriched
to more than 20% in U-235 or U-233 and plutonium containing less than 80% Pu238.101
Russia proposed an alternative deﬁnition in 2005 that would ban only the production for weapons of “weapon-grade” plutonium and uranium containing more
than about 90 percent of the isotopes Pu-239 and U-235 respectively.102 Such a narrow deﬁnition has not received support from other members of the CD. While the
Russian deﬁnition speciﬁes materials that are optimal for weapon use, lesser-quality materials could be used for weapons. The uranium in the Hiroshima bomb, for
example, was enriched to about 80% U-235. Also, “reactor-grade” plutonium in the
spent fuel of power reactors is now widely understood to be weapon-usable.112 Its
isotopic fraction of Pu-239 is typically about 60 percent.103
In addition to the materials designated by the IAEA as direct-use, two other reactor-produced ﬁssile materials are also potentially weapon-usable and are deﬁned
by the IAEA as “alternative nuclear materials:” neptunium-237 and americium.104
Neptunium-237, in particular, has nuclear characteristics quite similar to those of
U-235.105 Small but signiﬁcant quantities of these materials have been separated for
various purposes. The deﬁnition of ﬁssile materials in the FMCT therefore should
allow for the future inclusion of such materials.
Tritium, a heavy form of hydrogen with a half-life of 12 years, is widely used in
nuclear weapons but it is not a ﬁssile material. It is made in nuclear reactors and
is used to “boost” the power of the ﬁssion triggers in modern nuclear weapons.
Because of its relatively short half-life, most of the nuclear weapon states will eventually seek to produce tritium unless they reduce their weapon stockpiles at a rate
faster than tritium decays. Therefore, any attempt to include it in an FMCT would
likely encounter strong resistance from most of the weapon states. In any case,
nuclear weapons can be made without tritium but no nuclear weapon has ever been
made without ﬁssile material.
The question of pre-existing stocks
The U.N. General Assembly resolution that called for an FMCT does not refer to ﬁssile-material stocks acquired before the treaty comes into force. Most of the nuclear
weapon states support this exclusion, and the draft FMCT tabled by the United
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States at the CD in May 2006 explicitly leaves the use of previously-produced ﬁssile
material unconstrained:
“No Party shall, after the entry into force of the Treaty for
that Party, produce ﬁssile material for use in nuclear weapons
or other explosive devices” [Article I]
“The term ‘produce ﬁssile material’ does not include activities
involving ﬁssile material produced prior to entry into force
of the Treaty, provided that such activities do not increase the
total quantity of plutonium, uranium-233, or uranium-235
in such ﬁssile material.” [Article II.3]
Many non-weapon states have strongly argued however, that the use of pre-existing stocks of ﬁssile materials should be constrained and the “Shannon mandate,”
adopted by the CD as a basis for FMCT negotiations in 1995, explicitly does “not
preclude any delegation from raising for consideration … past production [or] the
management of such material.”106
In fact, a ban might be considered on the weapon use of three categories of preexisting ﬁssile materials not currently dedicated to weapons:
•

Materials in civilian use,

•

Materials from dismantled weapons that have been declared excess for future
military use, and

•

Highly-enriched uranium that has been reserved for future use in naval reactors.

Such bans also might be negotiated separately from an FMCT.
Should the production of civilian ﬁssile materials also be banned?
The use of ﬁssile materials for civilian purposes has been controversial since at
least 1974, when India used the ﬁrst plutonium that it had separated for nominally
peaceful purposes to make a “peaceful nuclear explosion.” The Ford Administration
reversed the previous U.S. policy of promoting plutonium as the nuclear fuel of the
future and both the United States and Soviet Union launched programs to reduce
the use of HEU as a civilian reactor fuel. The question therefore naturally arises as
to whether an FMCT should ban the production of ﬁssile material for any purpose,
not just explosive purposes.
The effort to eliminate HEU as a civilian reactor fuel is currently receiving broad international support because of concerns about the possibility that terrorists might
use stolen HEU to make simple gun-type nuclear explosives (see Chapter 8). It is
therefore conceivable that a ﬁssile cutoff could be broadened to include production
of HEU for civilian use. If such a ban were broadened further to end HEU production for naval-reactor use, however, other nations with nuclear-powered submarines and ships would be forced to follow France’s example and design their future
naval reactors to use LEU. Today, such a proposal would likely be opposed by at
least the United States – and probably the United Kingdom and Russia as well.
Any effort to ban the separation of plutonium for recycle as a civilian fuel could
attract the opposition of at least those countries currently engaged in civilian reprocessing and that expect to continue to do so: France, India, Japan and Russia.
The Bush Administration has proposed to reverse the U.S. anti-reprocessing policy
but opposes the separation of pure plutonium (see Chapter 7).
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Veriﬁcation
The critical veriﬁcation issues to be resolved are:
1. Activities to be monitored,
2. Measures to look for undeclared ﬁssile material production, and
3. Means to verify the non-weapon use of pre-existing stocks of ﬁssile materials,
to the extent that limitations on such stocks are included in the FMCT.
Scope of Veriﬁcation. The 1993 U.N. General Assembly consensus resolution called
for an “effectively veriﬁable” FMCT. In July 2004, however, the Bush Administration announced that, while the United States still supported an FMCT, it would oppose international veriﬁcation arrangements. In a “white paper” submitted along
with the draft FMCT treaty to the Conference on Disarmament on May 18, 2006,
the Bush Administration argued that:
“’Effective veriﬁcation’ of an FMCT cannot be achieved …
even with … veriﬁcation mechanisms and provisions …
so extensive that they could compromise the core
national security interests of key signatories, and so
costly that many countries will be hesitant to accept
them … mechanisms and provisions that provide the
appearance of effective veriﬁcation without supplying
its reality … could provide a false sense of security”
[emphasis in original].”107
The U.S. draft FMCT therefore would limit veriﬁcation to “national means and
methods” and accordingly, the United States submitted a proposal to the CD to
revise the 1993 U.N. mandate for FMCT negotiations by removing the phrase
“effectively veriﬁable.” This reversed the previous (Clinton Administration) position, which had emphasized the importance of international veriﬁcation.108
If there is international veriﬁcation at all, then there are differing views on the
scope of veriﬁcation appropriate for an FMCT. The non-weapon states tend to argue
for a universal, “comprehensive” approach while most of the weapon states favor a
partial, “focused” approach.”109 In either case, it would be necessary for the IAEA to
conﬁrm the status of shutdown enrichment and reprocessing facilities.
In a comprehensive approach, the entire civilian fuel cycles of the nuclear weapon
states would be put under the same type of safeguards required by the NPT in the
non-weapon states. Thus, IAEA safeguards in the nuclear-weapon and non-weapon
states would be identical, except inside the nuclear weapon complexes, where previously produced ﬁssile materials could be stored and recycled into new nuclear
weapons. IAEA monitoring could also be excluded from the naval-fuel-cycle to the
extent that previously produced ﬁssile material was being used for fuel.
In a focused approach, safeguards would be applied only on enrichment and reprocessing facilities, and on any new ﬁssile material produced in these facilities. This
approach would monitor all the inputs and outputs of declared reprocessing facilities and down-stream mixed-oxide (MOX, i.e. plutonium-uranium) fuel-fabrication
plants, and follow the MOX fuel until it is loaded into a reactor. It would also verify
that uranium-enrichment plants are not producing HEU or, if they are, that its
use is monitored. However, safeguards would not be applied to natural-uranium or
low-enriched uranium fuel, or to any type of spent fuel. Low-enriched uranium is
monitored in non-weapon states to safeguard against the possibility of its diversion
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to a clandestine enrichment facility for further enrichment. Spent fuel is monitored
to safeguard against the possibility of a clandestine reprocessing plant.
The principal argument for a focused approach to veriﬁcation is that it would be less
costly. Also, it would allow countries to exclude IAEA monitoring from any facility
where newly produced ﬁssile material was not present. The principal argument for
a comprehensive approach is that it would remove discrimination in the current
nonproliferation regime with regard to safeguards on civilian nuclear activities.
Any comparison of the two approaches to veriﬁcation should take into account the
fact that many nuclear facilities in the NPT nuclear weapon states are already under
international safeguards or have been offered to be placed under safeguards:
Following their decisions to end their production ﬁssile materials for weapons,
France and the United Kingdom declared all their operating enrichment and reprocessing facilities to be civilian. In conformity with the requirements of the Euratom
Treaty, these facilities became subject to Euratom safeguards.
•

As a result of the 1983 Hexapartite Agreement on Safeguards on gas-centrifuge
enrichment plants, the centrifuge enrichment plants in the United Kingdom are
under IAEA safeguards and the centrifuge enrichment plants being built in France
and the United States will be as well.110 The U.S. and French gaseous-diffusion enrichment plants will be shut down as the operating capacities of the replacement
gas-centrifuge plants increase.
•

China’s two centrifuge-enrichment plants, which were provided by Russia,
have been offered for IAEA safeguards, and safeguards have been implemented in
one.111
•

In the non-NPT states, the IAEA safeguards six power reactors (including two under construction) and a reprocessing plant in India; two power and two research reactors in Pakistan; and a research reactor in Israel.112 Under the proposed U.S.-India
nuclear deal, India has offered to place eight more reactors under safeguards.113
•

All NPT nuclear weapon states also have volunteered to allow the IAEA to apply
safeguards on additional civilian nuclear facilities. The United States has offered
to accept “safeguards … on all source or special ﬁssionable materials in all facilities
within the United States, excluding only those facilities associated with activities
of direct national security signiﬁcance to the United States.” The United Kingdom
and France have made similar commitments, while Russia and China have offered
safeguards on a very limited list of facilities.114 Given the limited budget it has
been given by member countries, however, the IAEA inspects only a few of these
volunteered facilities, giving priority instead to verifying nonproliferation in the
non-weapon states.
Cost of FMCT veriﬁcation. In 1995, the IAEA estimated that applying the same
measures that it applies in non-weapon states to all the civilian nuclear facilities and materials in nuclear weapon states (i.e., the comprehensive approach to
veriﬁcation) would cost $140 million a year.115 In comparison, in 1995 the total
IAEA safeguards budget was $87 million.116
The results of the 1995 IAEA study may not be a good basis, however, for estimates of the costs of expanding safeguards to the nuclear weapon states today.
The IAEA published neither the methodology that it used nor the list of facilities
that it assumed would be covered. We have examined, however, a similar study
published in 1996 by Brookhaven National Laboratory, a U.S. laboratory that provides technical support to the IAEA safeguards.117
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A widely used measure of veriﬁcation effort is “person days of inspection effort
(PDI).” The Brookhaven study estimated that implementing comprehensive safeguards in the nuclear weapon states would require annually, 35,000 PDIs. The corresponding estimate in the IAEA study was about 25,000. The Brookhaven study
also estimated that almost 60 percent of the IAEA’s veriﬁcation effort in the nuclear
weapon states would be expended on 23 operating reprocessing plants.
Most of the military reprocessing plants in the NPT nuclear weapon states have
been shut down, however. Today, by our count (see Table 3.3 in Chapter 3), there
are 13 operating reprocessing plants in the nuclear weapon states, of which four
are scheduled to be shutdown, and at least three more would likely be shut down
under an FMCT.118 As a result, even if China and the United States go forward with
proposed reprocessing plants, the number of operating reprocessing plants to be
monitored in the nuclear weapon states would be about one third of the number
assumed in the Brookhaven report.
Also, as we pointed out above, a signiﬁcant number of reprocessing, enrichment,
and associated facilities in the nuclear weapon states already are subject to international safeguards. This would further reduce the additional monitoring requirements of an FMCT.
With regard to the comparison of the costs of the comprehensive and focused veriﬁcation approaches, the critical point to keep in mind is that reprocessing, enrichment and MOX fuel-fabrication plants would be monitored in any case, and require
far more intensive efforts to safeguard than do reactors fueled by low-enriched uranium. Indeed, it takes about the same number of person-days of inspector effort
to monitor operations at one large reprocessing plant as it does to safeguard 100
LEU-fueled reactors. Therefore, not only would the cost of verifying an FMCT be
less than sometimes imagined, but so also would be the cost difference between
comprehensive and focused safeguards.
Veriﬁcation that no clandestine enrichment or reprocessing is taking place. After
the establishment of either comprehensive or focused monitoring at declared civilian nuclear facilities, the next challenge to both NPT and FMCT veriﬁcation is to
assure that there are no clandestine enrichment or reprocessing activities.
Once a suspect site has been identiﬁed, a general approach has been developed that
would be applicable in nuclear-weapon as well as non-weapon states. This general
approach involves what is called “managed access” in the Chemical Weapons Convention, i.e. arrangements for the inspectors to resolve the treaty-related concerns
of the inspecting agency without acquiring unrelated national-security or proprietary information of the host state.
The IAEA’s Information Circular (INFCIRC) 153, which controls NPT veriﬁcation in
non-weapon states, allows the IAEA to make “special inspections” at suspect sites
not declared to have nuclear activities or materials.119 The Additional Protocol to
INFCIRC/153, which is voluntary, but which countries are under considerable international pressure to ratify, allows the IAEA to request access to “[a]ny location
speciﬁed by the Agency … to carry out location-speciﬁc environmental sampling … for
the purpose of assisting the Agency to draw conclusions about the absence of undeclared nuclear material or nuclear activities at the speciﬁed location” [emphasis
in the original].120
Questions raised by detection of particles of enriched uranium at various Iranian
sites resulted in Iran revealing to the IAEA more information about its enrichment
activities than it had originally provided (see Figure 5.1).121 In a nuclear-weapon
facility, particles of enriched uranium might be associated with weapon-manufacturing activities, but if they contained degradation products of enriched uranium
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Figure 5.1 - Images of micron-sized particles of uranium
oxide made with a Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer.

A beam of ions scans the particle, knocking out ions
whose masses are then measured in a mass spectrom-
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eter. The images on the left and right show respectively
the U-235 and U-238 concentrations on the particle
surface. Particles that are brighter on the left-side image carry highly enriched uranium.122

hexaﬂuoride, one possible explanation could be the presence of a centrifuge cascade. Other indicators, such as electromagnetic radiation associated with the highfrequency electrical motors that spin the centrifuges, then could be sought.
A clandestine reprocessing facility could similarly be identiﬁed by the detection
of radionuclides from reprocessed spent fuel or targets. Such contamination can
be dated using the mix of different half-life radionuclides present. It was such an
analysis of swipe samples from North Korea’s reprocessing plant by the IAEA that
undercut North Korea’s claim that it had reprocessed only one batch of spent fuel
there.123
A reprocessing plant can also be detected from a considerable distance through its
releases of the radioactive gas, krypton-85. Kr-85 is difﬁcult to contain because it
is chemically non-reactive like helium. It is generally released during reprocessing
when the spent fuel is chopped up and dissolved. Therefore, locally increased concentrations are an indicator of possible reprocessing activities (see Figure 5.2.).
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Figure 5.2 - One-week average atmospheric Kr-85
concentrations measured at Tsukuba Japan, 1995-2001.

Unless extraordinary precautions are taken, the
reprocessing of spent fuel will release the radioactive
gas, krypton-85, to the atmosphere. The spikes in the
ﬁgure show the detection of krypton-85 released from
Japan’s Tokai pilot reprocessing plant 80 kilometers
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upwind. No spikes are seen between April 1997 and
July 2000 or from August to December 2000, periods
during which the Tokai Mura plant was closed down.
Original data courtesy of C. Schlosser and H. Sartorius,
German Federal Ofﬁce for Radiation Protection (BfS)
Freiburg, private communication, May 2006.124

Both INFCIRC/153 and the Additional Protocol allow a state to refuse access to
a site if it is concerned about revealing sensitive proprietary or national-security
information. INFCIRC/153 requires, however, that if “unusual circumstances require extended limitations on access by the Agency, the State and the Agency shall
promptly make arrangements with a view to enabling the Agency to discharge
its safeguards responsibilities in the light of these limitations.”125 The Additional
Protocol similarly requires that the host country “shall make every reasonable effort to satisfy Agency requirements without delay, at adjacent locations or through
other means.”126
All the NPT nuclear weapon states have signed the Additional Protocol, and for
three, (China, France and the United Kingdom) the Additional Protocol is in force.127
However, the information and access that are to be provided to the IAEA are much
more limited than required under the Additional Protocols for non-weapon states.
Under an FMCT, the Additional Protocols in the nuclear weapon states would have
to be amended to allow inspectors to look for clandestine enrichment or reprocessing plants, as they already may in non-weapon states.
Before it ratiﬁed the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) in 1997, the United
States assured itself that managed access sufﬁcient to satisfy the Convention-related concerns of the inspectors of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons could be arranged at all its major nuclear facilities without revealing
sensitive information.128 During the Clinton Administration, the State Department
ofﬁcial responsible for coordinating the U.S. negotiating position on the FMCT,
suggested that similar arrangements should make it possible to determine, without
revealing sensitive information, whether or not a nuclear facility harbors enrichment or reprocessing activities.129
Veriﬁcation of pre-existing stocks. As noted above, some possible versions of an
FMCT might subject certain pre-existing stocks of ﬁssile materials to international
monitoring: civilian ﬁssile materials, weapon materials declared excess to military
purposes, and/or HEU reserved for naval reactor fuel. Declarations of these stocks
are discussed separately in Chapter 6. In the following, we present a brief summary
of how such declarations could be veriﬁed.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the global stockpile of civilian ﬁssile material is currently dominated by separated reactor-grade plutonium. It seems unlikely that any
of the countries owning this material would wish to convert it to weapon use. Nine
countries that own almost all of this material (Belgium, Canada, France, Germany,
Japan, Russia, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom) have declared it to be civilian
in the IAEA information circular INFCIRC/549. Most of the plutonium is stored in
the United Kingdom and France and is subject to Euratom safeguards, and a signiﬁcant amount belongs to non-weapon states and is therefore already subject to
IAEA safeguards. Under any approach to veriﬁcation, the reprocessing plants, MOXfuel-fabrication facilities and associated transportation links and storage facilities
would be subject to IAEA safeguards for plutonium separated after the FMCT comes
into force. It therefore would be straightforward – and indeed a simpliﬁcation – to
extend the safeguards to cover pre-existing separated civilian plutonium as well.
Among the non-NPT states, India has a stockpile of reactor-grade plutonium that
is being separated to provide startup fuel for its prototype breeder reactor. Whether
India would wish to declare it irreversibly civilian under an FMCT, however, is uncertain. In connection with the proposed U.S.-India nuclear deal, India plans to
exempt this plutonium from IAEA safeguards.
The NPT nuclear weapon states also have some tens of tons of HEU in the cores and
fuel cycles of their research reactors and of Russia’s nuclear-powered icebreakers.
There is currently a global effort to replace much of this HEU with LEU because of
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concerns about the potential for nuclear terrorism (see Chapter 8). Under the comprehensive approach to FMCT safeguards, the research-reactor fuel could be declared
to be civilian and subjected to IAEA monitoring in the same way as HEU in the corresponding facilities in Japan and other non-weapon states. Such arrangements also
could be extended to plutonium in civilian nuclear-reactor R&D facilities.
The United States and Russia have already agreed in principle to work out veriﬁcation arrangements for the plutonium and HEU that they have declared irreversibly
excess to weapons. As discussed in Chapter 6, the blend down of most excess Russian and U.S. weapon uranium is already being veriﬁed.
But some of the ﬁssile materials that Russia and the United States have declared
excess could remain in weapons components for decades. In addition, since Russia
considers the exact isotopic make up of its weapon-grade plutonium classiﬁed, that
material will not be accessible to international inspectors until after it is blended
with reactor-grade plutonium to produce an unclassiﬁed mix.

Figure 5.3 - The U.S. Nuclear Materials Identiﬁcation System can measure the quantity and enrichment of HEU in a
container or warhead. A weak source of neutrons on the

right (one microgram or less of californium-252) irradiates the interior of an object – in this case a nuclear
bomb – causing ﬁssions in the HEU. The transmission

of the source neutrons and the timing and intensity of
gamma-rays and neutrons from the ﬁssions are measured by detectors on the other side of the object. For
FMCT veriﬁcation, the data would be ﬁltered through
an information barrier so that the inspectors verify
only agreed attributes.130

In 1996, Russia, the United States and the IAEA launched a “Trilateral Initiative” to
develop equipment that would allow IAEA inspectors to verify some unclassiﬁed
attributes of stored weapons components and materials by measuring the gamma
and neutron radiation coming out of their containers. The working group devised
one such approach for plutonium still in a weapon “pit” and demonstrated it with
an actual U.S. pit in August 2000.131 The attributes veriﬁed included that the container held at least two kilograms of weapon-grade plutonium metal in an axially
symmetric form. A computer analyzed the data and passed the results through an
“information barrier” that ﬁltered out information such as the size and shape of the
pit and the exact amount of plutonium that it contained. Systems that have been
developed to determine that a warhead or a container contains HEU could similarly
be adapted for IAEA use (see Figure 5.3 above).
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Although the United States and Russia lost interest in the Trilateral Initiative after
2002, if the parties agreed to an FMCT, the techniques developed in the Trilateral
Initiative could be implemented to verify excess stocks.
In most nuclear weapon states, the challenge of verifying that HEU newly produced
for naval-reactor fuel has not been diverted might not arise for many decades. The
issue might arise ﬁrst with India, which is reportedly developing a HEU-fueled naval
reactor.132 France is phasing out HEU use in its naval reactors and China is believed
to use fuel enriched to about 20 percent – the boundary between LEU and HEU.133
Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States, which use HEU fuel in their naval reactors, all have access to large stockpiles of excess weapons HEU.
Indeed, as already noted in Chapter 2, the United States has set aside 160 tons of
excess weapon-grade uranium for future use in naval-reactor fuel. Using the standard estimate of 25 kilograms of weapon-grade uranium per warhead, the 160-ton
U.S. naval stockpile would be enough to make 6400 warheads. In a future world
with much smaller numbers of nuclear weapons, the possibility that such a huge
stockpile could be converted back to weapon use would surely raise concern and
possibly prevent deeper cuts in the nuclear arsenals.
To eliminate the rationale for these HEU stockpiles, the United States and other
states with naval-propulsion reactors could follow the example of France and design their next-generation naval reactors to be fueled with LEU.134 In the meantime,
veriﬁcation arrangements could be devised to assure that HEU stockpiles committed
to naval use are not diverted to weapon use.135
For example, all the stocks of HEU reserved for naval-reactor fuel could be declared
and placed in containers subject to IAEA monitoring. Inspectors could then verify
any withdrawal and verify nonintrusively that the fabricated fuel contained the
amount of HEU withdrawn from the monitored. It might also be possible to devise
arrangements whereby they could verify that the fuel had been loaded into the
reactor. The reactor could be sealed just as the IAEA seals light-water power reactors
in non-weapon states between each re-fueling. After the fuel is irradiated, diversion
would have to include reprocessing to separate the HEU from the ﬁssion products.
When spent naval-reactor fuel is discharged from the reactor, it could be assayed
again and placed in monitored storage.136
Duration of an FMCT
The U.S. draft FMCT treaty includes a provision that the treaty “shall remain in
force for a period of 15 years from the date of its entry into force” and that the
treaty could be extended by consensus. This means, however, that any party could
veto its extension.
This provision appears provocative and unwise. The United States and other nuclear weapon states expended considerable effort in 1995 to persuade the non-weapon
states to make the NPT permanent. They would court derision from the non-weapon states if, in their turn, they were willing only to sign onto a 15-year FMCT. In
any case, the U.S. draft FMCT contains the standard withdrawal clause that “each
party shall, in exercising its national sovereignty, have the right to withdraw from
the Treaty if it decides that extraordinary events, related to the subject matter of
this Treaty, have jeopardized its supreme interests.”
A step-by-step approach?
At the moment, there is little prospect that negotiations on an FMCT will begin
soon or, if negotiations began, that they would not be long and tortuous. Given
this situation, an ad hoc step-by-step approach toward realizing the objective of an
FMCT could be considered:
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1. Additional nuclear weapon states could join in the production moratoria that
have been formally announced by four of the ﬁve NPT weapon states and informally by China.
2. After an enrichment or reprocessing plant is shut down, the nuclear weapon
states could allow the IAEA to verify that fact. The United States and Russia are
already verifying the shutdown of each other’s plutonium production reactors.
3. When they are not producing HEU at their enrichment plants, the nuclear weapon states could allow the IAEA to verify that fact. The United Kingdom and China
have opened their centrifuge enrichment plants to such monitoring and France
and the United States intend to do so once their new plants are completed.
4. More nuclear weapon states could offer their operating reprocessing plants and
the plutonium that they separate for international monitoring. France and the
United Kingdom already accept Euratom and IAEA safeguards at their reprocessing
plants and on the plutonium that they separate.
5. U.S., Russian, and U.K. weapons materials declared excess for military use could
be put under IAEA safeguards, using procedures such as those worked out under
the Trilateral Initiative.
6. Experts from a group of nuclear weapon states could form a study group to
devise managed-access arrangements that would allow IAEA inspectors to determine whether or not there are undeclared enrichment or reprocessing activities
at their nuclear-weapon or naval-reactor fuel cycle sites. A relevant precedent is a
joint study by U.S. and Russian nuclear-weapon experts that devised procedures by
which the two countries could verify the dismantlement of each other’s nuclear
weapons without acquiring weapon-design information.
7. A similar group of experts could work out arrangements with the IAEA to verify
that HEU committed for naval-reactor use is not being diverted to weapon use.
8. An additional source of funding could be devised for the IAEA to ensure that it
could take full advantage of such opportunities.
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6 Declarations of Fissile Material Stocks
The NPT requires non-weapon states to declare to the IAEA, and update regularly,
information on the locations and quantities of all ﬁssile materials on their territories, but not to make this information available to other governments or the public.
It requires no disclosures whatsoever by the nuclear weapon states party to the
Treaty.
Despite this, the NPT nuclear weapon states have made public, some information
on their production and holdings of ﬁssile material. Further declarations could be
an essential prerequisite to deeper irreversible cuts in nuclear weapons. In its March
2006 public Report on HEU, the United Kingdom stated that:
“The U.K. believes that transparency about ﬁssile material
acquisition for defence purposes will be necessary if nuclear
disarmament is to be achieved; since achieving that goal will
depend on building conﬁdence that any ﬁgures declared for
defence stock-piles of ﬁssile material are consistent with past
acquisition and use. This report is a contribution to building
such conﬁdence.”137
All countries should prepare such declarations for themselves, as soon as possible, because reconstruction of the history of their ﬁssile-material production may be based
on ephemeral and inadequate records whose interpretation will require the assistance of workers who will inevitably become less available with time. The U.K. Report
on HEU offers a cautionary tale about the problems that its authors encountered
with production records:
“This review has been conducted from an audit of annual accounts and the delivery/receipt records at sites. A major problem encountered in examining the records was that a considerable number had been destroyed from the early years of
the programme … Even where records have survived, other
problems have been encountered, including … distinction
between new make and recycled HEU … some early records
make no speciﬁc mention of waste and efﬂuent disposals …
[for] some records … assessments had to be made to establish units. Other records do not identify quantities to decimal
places and … may have been rounded … [and] in some cases
no indication of enrichment value was available. Average ﬁgures were used, or knowledge of the process used to assure
that the material was indeed HEU.”
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The content of initial declarations
If nuclear disarmament is to be carried to completion, the nuclear weapon states
eventually will have to declare to the IAEA or some similar international institution
their entire stocks of ﬁssile material by amount, form and location. As a ﬁrst step,
declarations could be made of total HEU and plutonium holdings and also total
quantities in nuclear weapons and associated stocks, weapons materials declared
excess, naval fuel cycles, and civilian use. Some nuclear weapon states have already
made signiﬁcant declarations along these lines.
Declarations and transparency to date
In 1993, the United States Department of Energy (DOE) made public the total quantity of HEU that it had produced. The declaration did not give a breakdown by enrichment or how much HEU had been used in nuclear-reactor fuel and in nuclear tests.
The DOE also made public the quantities of HEU at all Department of Energy sites
other than the Pantex warhead assembly/disassembly facility in Amarillo, Texas.
The justiﬁcations given for making the information public were so that:
“the American public will have information that is important
to the current debate over proper management and ultimate
disposition of uranium. The release of this information should
encourage other nations to declassify similar information.The
quantities may aid in public discussions of issues related to uranium storage safety and security. The data will be of some aid
to regulators who will oversee environmental, health and safety
conditions at the national laboratories [and] have valuable nonproliferation beneﬁts by making potential International Atomic
Energy Agency safeguards easier to implement.”138
In 1996, the United States updated these data (see Figure 6.1).
A much fuller history of U.S. HEU production and disposition was completed in January 2001 but only released by the Bush Administration ﬁve years later as a result of
a series of Freedom of Information Act appeals by the Federation of American Scientists.139 This provided an accounting of total production, with annual production data
for each enrichment facility organized into four enrichment ranges (20-70%, 70-90%,
90-96% and over 96%), along with annual transfers of civilian HEU from and to other
states. The amount of HEU consumed in plutonium and tritium production reactors,
down blended for research reactor fuel and disposal, and transmuted into uranium236 is reported. The use of HEU in nuclear tests and in naval reactors is reported in
one total rather than separately “for national security reasons.”
The report declared that, as of September 30, 1996, the United States had an inventory of 740.7 tons of HEU (containing 620.3 tons of uranium-235) and an overall
inventory shortfall of 3.2 tons of HEU.140
The U.S. Department of Energy had already published, in 1996, the size of its total
plutonium stockpile as of the end of September 1994 (99.5 tons). It also reported that
approximately two-thirds of this material (66 tons) was in weapons or in weapon
components at the Pantex warhead assembly/disassembly plant and gave thequantities of plutonium at the other DOE sites.141
In 1998, the United Kingdom similarly declared its full HEU and plutonium stockpiles,
both civilian and military.142 And, as already noted, in 2006, the United Kingdom
gave a somewhat more detailed accounting of its HEU stocks, as of March 2002.143
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Hanford 0.6 t
Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory 26.2 t

Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory 1.6 t
Brookhaven
National Laboratory 0.2 t
Portsmouth Plant 23.0 t

Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory 0.2 t
Rocky Flats 6.7 t
Los Alamos
National Laboratory 3.2 t
Sandia
National Laboratory 0.9 t

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 1.4 t
Y-12 Plant 168.9 t
K-25 Plant 1.5 t
Savannah River 24.4 t

Pantex*

The HEU inventory at 13 sites is 258.8 tonnes
*Has current weapons misson – value has not been declassified

Figure 6.1 - U.S. stocks of highly enriched uranium at
Department of Energy sites as of 31 December 1993,

not including at the Pantex warhead assembly-disassembly facility.144

These precedents show that it is possible to make substantial declarations without
the sky falling. To date, however, none of the other nuclear weapon states have
made comparable declarations.
Materials declared excess for military use
HEU. In 1993, in an agreement with the United States, Russia declared 500 metric
tons of HEU excess to its military requirements and committed to convert this HEU
to low-enriched uranium (LEU) to be sold to the United States for civilian reactor
fuel.
In 1994, the United States declared 174.3 metric tons of HEU excess to its military
requirements, and undertook to blend down most of this HEU to LEU.145 In 1996,
the United States released information on the locations of this HEU.146 The 2001
report revised the HEU content in the excess material to be 177.8 metric tons as of
September 1996.147 An additional 200 metric tons were declared excess for weapon
use in 2006, but only 20 of the 200 tons are to be blended down to LEU. The remainder is reserved for naval and other HEU-fueled reactors.148
At the end of 2005, about half of the 500 metric tons of Russian HEU had been
blended down, as well as about one-third of the 178 tons of U.S. HEU. The quantities of HEU blended down are regularly reported publicly.149
Russia’s HEU blend-down process is being monitored by the United States under a
bilateral agreement. The United States checks periodically that the HEU is coming
from weapon-grade uranium metal and U.S. instruments continuously monitor enrichments and ﬂows at the piping T-junctions where the HEU in the form of UF6 gas
is blended with slightly (1.5-percent) enriched uranium to produce LEU.150
The IAEA has monitored the blend-down of 60 tons of the U.S. excess HEU.151
An additional 15-17.4 tons will be blended-down under IAEA monitoring. Thirty-nine tons of HEU is being blended down by Nuclear Fuel Services for use in
Tennessee Valley Authority power reactors, but not, to our knowledge, under IAEA
monitoring.152
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Plutonium. In 1996, President Clinton identiﬁed as excess 38.2 tons of weapongrade plutonium, including 21.3 tons in weapon components at the Pantex warhead assembly/disassembly plant and in weapons in the dismantlement queue.153
In 1998, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin agreed that Russia and the United States
would each remove up to 50 tons of plutonium from their nuclear-weapons programs.154 In 2000, the United States and Russia each agreed to dispose in parallel and irreversibly 34 metric tons of excess weapon plutonium.155 This agreement
called for both bilateral monitoring and IAEA veriﬁcation of the disposition. In its
annual INFCIRC/549 declarations to the IAEA of its civilian plutonium stocks, the
United States has identiﬁed an additional 11 metric tons of separated plutonium as
excess to its weapons requirements.156 The United Kingdom has similarly declared
4.4 metric tons of plutonium as excess.
Thus far, none of the plutonium declared excess by the United States, Russia, and
the United Kingdom has been disposed of or subjected to veriﬁcation. And no other
nuclear weapon state has declared weapon plutonium or HEU excess.
HEU in stocks committed to naval reactors. In 2005, the United States declared
excess to weapon purposes, an additional 200 metric tons of HEU, of which 160

metric tons will be reserved for naval reactors.157 No other country with naval-propulsion reactors (Russia, the United Kingdom, France, China – or India, which has
a land-based prototype) has declared a speciﬁc HEU reserve for naval-propulsion
reactors.158
Civil Stocks. Fissile materials in non-weapon states are subject to IAEA safeguards.
The Euratom agreement requires its members, including the nuclear weapon states,
France and the United Kingdom, to place all of their civil facilities and stocks of
HEU and plutonium under Euratom safeguards. This means that their civil stocks
have been declared to both Euratom and the IAEA.

In addition, in 1997, nine countries with civilian plutonium activities (Belgium,
China, France, Germany, Japan, Russia, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the
United States) began to declare publicly their stocks of civilian plutonium annually
to the IAEA “with a view to increasing the transparency and public understanding
of the management of plutonium.” These declarations are publicly available at the
IAEA web site as addenda to the March 16, 1998 communication from these countries to the IAEA concerning their policies regarding the management of plutonium (INFCIRC/549). Three of these countries, which belong to the European Union
(France, Germany and the United Kingdom) have, in addition to reporting to Euratom, voluntarily begun to make similar declarations of their stocks of civilian HEU.
All the INFCIRC/549 declarations give subtotals of the ﬁssile stocks at reprocessing
plants, fuel-fabrication plants, reactors, and elsewhere, divided into non-irradiated
forms and irradiated fuel.
Future Declarations and Transparency
Declarations of ﬁssile material stocks are valuable as conﬁdence-building measures
even without veriﬁcation. However, increasing amounts of background information and veriﬁcation will be essential if the declarations are to serve as a basis for
deep cuts in nuclear arsenals.
The United States and Russia, in particular, could begin to provide more transparency regarding their past production and allow some level of international monitoring of the ﬁssile materials that they have declared excess to weapon needs and
the HEU stocks they intend to reserve for future use in naval-reactor fuel.
Perhaps the most feasible approach in the near term would be for the nuclear weapon states, starting with Russia and the United States, to declare regularly their total
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stocks of plutonium and uranium-235 in HEU and also the total quantities of each
in the following subcategories:159
1. In warheads, warhead components and associated working stocks in their warhead-production complexes;
2. Materials that have been declared excess for weapon purposes but are still in
weapons or weapon components;
3. HEU reserves for naval-reactor use that are in unclassiﬁed form;
4. HEU in spent military reactor fuel; and
5. Civilian material, divided into material that is unirradiated and in spent fuel.
These declarations would not go much beyond information that the United States
and the United Kingdom have already made public.
Declarations of this generality alone could not be directly veriﬁed. However, if the
nuclear weapon states also released information on the production history of their
ﬁssile accumulations, some rough consistency checks would be possible with other
available information. The U.S. declaration of its plutonium production already
includes, for example, a table of production by year and site (see Figure 6.2). Similarly, its declaration of its HEU production provides annual data by facility in four
different enrichment ranges (see Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.2 - History of U.S. plutonium production by
site. The Hanford reservation on the Columbia River

in Washington State is the site where the U.S. built
its ﬁrst plutonium-production reactors during World
War II and produced the plutonium for the Trinity
bomb test on July 16, 1945 and for the Nagasaki bomb.
Ultimately, nine reactors were built there – all graphite
moderated. The Savannah River site is near Columbia,
South Carolina. All the ﬁve reactors built here were
heavy-water moderated. They were used for tritium
as well as plutonium production. The United States

1970

1980

1990

2000

did not produce tritium after it shut down its last
production reactors in 1988. It is currently preparing to
resume production in lithium-6 targets inserted into
civilian power reactors. The data for 1945-7 is a 3-year
average. In addition, the United States acquired 5.7
tons of foreign plutonium (almost all from the United
Kingdom), 1.7 tons from U.S. civilian reactors, and 0.6
tons from other government reactors for a total of 111.4
tons. However, these ﬁgures are approximate: U.S.
production records show 2.8 tons more plutonium production than are currently in the inventory, corrected
for recorded uses and losses.160
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Figure 6.3 - History of U.S. production of weapon-grade
uranium by site. The United States produced a total of

802 tons of uranium enriched to 90% or more. Most
of the material produced after 1964 was enriched to
96 percent or greater for use as naval-reactor fuel. In
addition, the United States produced 219 tons of HEU
enriched to between 20 and 70 percent (average 38%)
and 24 tons enriched to between 70 and 90 percent.
The material produced in 1945 is included in the total

1980

1990
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for 1946. The ﬁrst U.S. HEU production took place at
the Oak Ridge, Tennessee site and included the HEU
for the Hiroshima bomb. All of the Oak Ridge material
produced during 1945 and 1946 and some produced
during 1947 was enriched to weapon grade using calutrons. Otherwise all enrichment was by the gaseous
diffusion process. The gaseous diffusion plant (GDP) in
Paducah, Kentucky produced low-enriched uranium,
which was further enriched by the Oak Ridge and
Portsmouth, Ohio GDPs.161

The United States and Russia, each of which over the past decades devoted substantial resources studying each other’s nuclear complexes, could probably each verify
roughly such production-history declarations. The amount of krypton-85 that the
Soviet Union released annually from its reprocessing plants has been deduced, for
example, from measurements of the rising inventory of this gas in the earth’s atmosphere and information on releases from other large sources.162 The declaring countries could further strengthen conﬁdence in their declarations by making available
to the IAEA copies of their detailed production records.
Further checks on the accuracy of the production histories presented could be provided in the future by on-site measurements at the production sites. One well-established example of such “nuclear archaeology” is the use of measurements of the
degree of transmutation of trace elements in the graphite moderator of plutoniumproduction reactors to estimate the cumulative neutron ﬂow through the graphite
and thereby their cumulative plutonium production.163
In sum, future deep cuts in the existing stocks of ﬁssile materials for weapons will
not be feasible, unless countries reveal much more information about the history
of their production and use of these materials. The earlier such information is compiled and released, the more accurate and useful it is likely to be.
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7

Limiting National Fissile-Material
Production Capabilities

The crisis over Iran’s uranium enrichment program and the controversy over Japan’s new commercial reprocessing plant have each underscored the fact that the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty permits non-nuclear weapon state parties to the
treaty to deploy national uranium enrichment or reprocessing facilities and build
up stockpiles of ﬁssile materials. NPT Article IV.1 states that
“Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the
inalienable right of all the Parties to the Treaty to develop
research, production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes without discrimination and in conformity with Articles I and II of this Treaty.”
As weapon states reduce their stockpiles, similar concerns could arise about the
military potential of their enrichment and reprocessing facilities.
The debate therefore revolves around a Party’s intentions, i.e. whether non-weapon
states intend to conform permanently with their nonproliferation commitments
under Articles I and II and whether weapon states intend to live up to their disarmament commitments under Article VI. In the case of stockpiles of ﬁssile material, it
also revolves around concerns about the possibility of theft.
As shown in Figure 7.1, eleven countries today have civilian enrichment and/or
reprocessing plants in operation or under construction. Six of the eleven countries
are nuclear weapon states. The non-weapon states that have operating facilities are
Brazil, Germany, Japan and the Netherlands.164 Iran is doing research and development with a small centrifuge cascade at Natanz and is planning to build and operate a much larger facility there.165
Five non-weapon states that had operational pilot-scale facilities: Argentina and
South Africa (enrichment), and Belgium, Germany and Italy (reprocessing) have
suspended or terminated their programs.
Germany and the Netherlands are members of a multinational enrichment consortium, Urenco. This leaves Brazil, Iran and Japan as the only non-nuclear weapon
states with purely national fuel-cycle facilities. See also Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
There are a number of critical differences between uranium enrichment and reprocessing. One is that reprocessing is not currently an essential part of the fuel cycle
of the light-water reactors that now dominate civilian nuclear power. It can be
postponed indeﬁnitely by storing the spent fuel.
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Nuclear weapon state
Commercial enrichment and reprocessing
Commercial enrichment
Enrichment facilities on smaller scale

Figure 7.1 – Civilian enrichment and reprocessing plants
worldwide. At present, Brazil, Iran, and Japan are the

only non-weapon states with purely national fuel-cycle

facilities. Germany and the Netherlands have enrichment plants but these are part of a multinational
consortium.

Uranium enrichment, however, is needed to supply the fuel for the reactors. The
need for security of supply therefore provides a plausible reason for countries to
build national enrichment plants. This was the justiﬁcation offered by Japan, Brazil
and Iran. France and the United States too are insisting on building new domestic
enrichment plants designed by Urenco and using Urenco centrifuges, even though
they could equally well invest in expanding the capacity of Urenco’s existing enrichment plants.
Proliferation dangers associated with gas-centrifuge enrichment
Centrifuges currently have decisively superior economics to other uranium enrichment technologies. They account for half of the world’s enrichment capacity, and
will account for all of it after France and the United States complete their current
programs to replace their gaseous diffusion plants with centrifuge plants. Therefore, there is every reason for a country wishing to acquire an enrichment plant to
choose centrifuge technology.
Gas-centrifuge enrichment technology creates special proliferation concerns, however. First, because of its small inventory of uranium-hexaﬂuoride, a centrifuge
plant can convert rapidly from producing low-enriched uranium for power-reactor fuel to producing highly enriched uranium for weapons. Second, if a country
wished to build a small clandestine centrifuge plant, it would be difﬁcult to detect.
A centrifuge plant uses relatively little power and leaks almost no gas to the atmosphere. This contrasts dramatically with the ﬁrst uranium enrichment plants in the
declared nuclear weapon states, which were gas-diffusion plants with huge inventories and power requirements.
Figure 7.2 shows France’s Eurodif gas-diffusion plant at the back right with a capacity of 8.5 million SWU/yr. In the foreground are four full-sized 915 MWe nuclear
power reactors, more than half of whose combined output is required to power the
enrichment plant when it is operating at full capacity. The energy intensity of the
plant is also dramatized by the enormous cooling towers required to remove the
heat generated by the compressors that force uranium hexaﬂuoride gas through
thousands of diffusion barriers.
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For contrast, Figure 7.3 gives a view of Urenco’s centrifuge enrichment plant in the
Netherlands (3.5 million SWUs/yr). The capacity is about half as large as that of
the Eurodif plant but, because centrifuge enrichment requires only a few percent
as much energy per separative-work unit (SWU), it requires neither a nearby power
plant nor cooling towers to remove waste heat from the plant.166 From the air or
space, the centrifuge plant is not obviously distinguishable from any other factory.
For a small enrichment plant, the situation is much much worse. It only requires an
enrichment capacity of about 5000 SWUs/year – about 0.15 percent of the capacity of the Almelo plant – to produce enough weapon-grade uranium annually to
make 25 kilograms of weapon-grade uranium – enough for an implosion bomb. A
gas-centrifuge plant of this size could be hidden relatively easily in a small, anonymous building – or even underground. The ﬂoor area required could be contained
in a square approximately 25 meters on a side.167 Such a plant would consume only
about 100 kilowatts of electrical power, which could be provided by a portable diesel generator.168
Figure 7.2 - France’s Eurodif gas-dif-

fusion uranium enrichment plant
(large-area buildings in back) requires
so much electrical power that it is colocated with a four-unit nuclear power
plant.169

Figure 7.3 - Urenco’s Almelo centrifuge

enrichment plant has no associated
power plants or cooling towers.170

Thus, once a country mastered the technology, it could, in principle, build a clandestine centrifuge-enrichment facility – one of the possibilities driving concerns
about Iran’s centrifuge program.
Economic competitiveness, however, is a moving target. As a cumulative result of
Urenco’s long-term research and development program, each generation of its machines has had dramatically improved capacity and performance (see Figure 7.4).
Urenco designs have made all other designs noncompetitive except for those fabricated in Russia, which adopted a different approach based on stacks of ever fasterspinning short centrifuges, while Urenco built each generation of centrifuges taller
as well as faster.
There is therefore an economic incentive for even advanced countries to acquire
centrifuge plants from Urenco or Russia. This is why both France and the United
States are acquiring Urenco centrifuge plants. China has similarly built two centriGlobal Fissile Material Report 2006 59

fuge-enrichment plants using centrifuges supplied by Russia. The U.S. Enrichment
Corporation hopes to leapfrog this competition by building a plant based on huge
and costly centrifuges with enrichment capacities of 300-400 SWU/yr using technology developed by a $3 billion U.S. Department of Energy program. There is some
skepticism,
however, about its prospects for success.171
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Figure 7.4 - The capacity of modern centrifuges is increasing. As shown here, Urenco has been able to improve
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machines dramatically. Such advanced machines could
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not be produced independently without a similarly
dedicated long-term research and development effort.
Building and successfully operating a ﬁrst-generation
machine, however, has become easier due to availability of high-precision tools and equipment.172

Reprocessing
Whereas enrichment is essential to supply fuel for light-water reactors, reprocessing of spent fuel can be postponed indeﬁnitely. Indeed, it is generally accepted today that, for the foreseeable future, reprocessing and plutonium recycle will be less
economic than purchasing fresh low-enriched uranium fuel and storing the spent
fuel. This is true, even in France, the country that is generally viewed as having the
most successful reprocessing and plutonium recycle program. In 2000, the French
government concluded that, even with its reprocessing and MOX-fuel fabrication
plants paid for, France would save $4 to $5 billion over the remaining lifetime of its
current ﬂeet of power reactors if it stopped reprocessing in 2010.173
Originally, interest in civilian reprocessing stemmed from programs in the industrialized countries to commercialize plutonium-breeder reactors. These reactors were
to be fueled by the plutonium produced by neutron capture on the uranium isotope
uranium-238. U-238 is 140 times more abundant than U-235, the primary fuel of
current-generation reactors.
To provide plutonium for the initial cores of their planned breeder reactors, the major industrialized countries launched programs to harvest the plutonium contained
in the light-water reactor spent fuel. The plutonium makes up about 1 percent of the
spent fuel. Britain and France used the expertise that they had developed in their
weapons programs to build large-scale commercial reprocessing plants ﬁnanced by
pre-paid reprocessing contracts from foreign utilities.
The breeder dream soon collapsed, however. The United States and Germany abandoned demonstration breeder reactor projects before they were completed. France,
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Japan and the United Kingdom completed demonstration reactors, but they proved
very costly and troublesome to operate. France shut down its 1200-MWe demonstration breeder reactor in 1998 after it had operated at an average six-percent capacity over 13 years.174 Japan’s 280-MWe demonstration breeder reactor ﬁrst went
critical in 1994 but was shut down by a sodium ﬁre in 1995 and has not yet been
brought back into operation.175 Russia’s 600 MWe BN-600 demonstration reactor, in
contrast, has been kept on line with an average capacity factor of about 74 percent
since 1980 but has suffered 15 sodium ﬁres in 23 years.176 A follow-on demonstration reactor, the BN-800, has been intermittently under construction since 1986
and is currently again a high-priority project for Russia’s nuclear establishment.177
India has begun to build a demonstration breeder reactor and China a pilot scale
plant.178 But, despite a worldwide expenditure of perhaps $100 billion in current
dollars thus far on developing and demonstrating breeder reactors with a total thermal capacity of about 9 GWt, no country has yet succeeded in commercializing
them.179
Commercial reprocessing has continued, however. Today civilian reprocessing on
a large scale is underway in Britain, France, India and Russia and, in 2006, a large
new reprocessing plant began operating in Japan.
Reprocessing has continued primarily because of a combination of local political
pressures to do something about the problem of spent fuel accumulating at powerreactor sites and not-in-my-backyard political opposition elsewhere to geological
repositories and central interim storage facilities for spent fuel. Indeed, Germany
and Japan largely ﬁnanced the French and U.K. multi-billion-dollar commercial
reprocessing facilities as a way to export their spent-fuel storage problems.
The respite was only temporary. After their reprocessing plants went into operation, Britain and France began to ship the solidiﬁed reprocessing waste back to
the countries of origin – reopening the issue of where to store it. Germany’s utilities ﬁnally decided to stop reprocessing, store newly generated spent fuel on site,
and phase out nuclear power. Japan’s nuclear utilities went a different route. They
persuaded the relatively poor rural prefecture of Aomori to store for 50 years the
radioactive waste being returned from Europe in exchange for a large reprocessing
plant and large tax payments to the local government.
Some countries – notably France and Germany – are recycling their separated plutonium in the form of mixed-oxide fuel (MOX) back into the reactors from whose
spent fuel it was extracted. Japan plans to do the same but local government opposition has delayed this program for about a decade.180 The United Kingdom has
been simply stockpiling its own separated civilian plutonium. Russia has been
stockpiling the separated plutonium that it has recovered from the spent fuel of its
own ﬁrst-generation power reactors and those of Eastern Europe. As a result of these
growing national stockpiles, the total global stock of separated civilian plutonium
is about 250 tons (see Chapter 2).
The Bush Administration’s Global Nuclear Energy Partnership
U.S. nuclear utilities too have been unable to ship their accumulating spent fuel off
their reactor sites. The reason is delays in the licensing of the U.S. Department of
Energy’s (DOE) proposed Yucca Mountain, Nevada, geological repository that was
supposed to have begun operations in 1998. The utilities have therefore been suing
the DOE for the costs of building additional on-site dry-cask storage.
If the Yucca Mountain repository is licensed, the U.S. Department of Energy estimates its physical capacity as 105,000-200,000 tons.181 A recent study by the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) concludes that the capacity could be still higher –
from 260,000-570,000 tons.182 Current law, however, limits the quantity of spent
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fuel that can be stored there to 63,000 tons “until such a time as a second repository
is in operation.”183 U.S. reactors will have discharged this amount of spent fuel by
2008. In the spring of 2006, the DOE submitted legislation to Congress that would
lift this legislated limit on the capacity of Yucca Mountain.184
As an alternative option, in 2005, the U.S. Congress asked the Department of Energy to develop a plan for centralized interim storage and reprocessing of U.S. spent
fuel.185 In May 2006, the DOE responded with a plan for a “Global Nuclear Energy Partnership” (GNEP). It envisioned building reprocessing plants that would
separate spent light-water-reactor fuel into four streams (see Figure 7.5): uranium;
plutonium mixed with the other transuranic elements, neptunium, americum and
curium; the 30-year-half-life ﬁssion products, strontium-90 and cesium-137; and
other ﬁssion products.
The strontium-90 and cesium-137 would be resolidiﬁed and placed into interim
surface storage for some hundreds of years. The transuranic elements would be recycled in fast-neutron reactors until they were ﬁssioned. These are the same sodiumcooled reactors that previously were to be commercialized as plutonium breeder
reactors. With the removal of the plutonium breeding uranium blankets around
their cores, they now would be transuranic burner reactors. It was proposed that
demonstration reprocessing and fast-neutron reactor plants be built and put into
operation by 2020.186
The purpose of this effort would be to drastically reduce the fraction of the longlived radionuclides in the spent fuel going into the Yucca Mountain repository. This
would decrease the long-term temperature increase of the rock around the disposal
tunnels per ton of spent fuel and increase by up to one-hundredfold the amount of
spent fuel that could be discharged from U.S. nuclear reactors before a new repository would have to be sited.187

Figure 7.5 - Diagram showing a Department of Energy

proposal for reprocessing U.S. spent fuel and ﬁssioning the transuranics with fast-neutron reactors, shown
here as “Advanced Burner Reactors.” After reprocessing, the 30-year half-life isotopes, cesium-137 and
strontium-90, which dominate the radiological hazard
until they decay away, would be placed in interim
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surface storage for some hundreds of years. This raises
the question as to why the spent fuel should not be
placed in such interim storage until the long-term
future of nuclear power is clariﬁed instead of rushing
into a reprocessing and transmutation program that
would ultimately cost about $100 billion dollars to
process just the existing U.S. spent fuel.188

GNEP is controversial for two reasons: its cost and its impact on nonproliferation

policy.

Cost. A 1996 U.S. National Academy of Sciences study estimated the extra cost of a
separations and transmutation program for the ﬁrst 62,000 tons of U.S. spent fuel,
relative to the cost of simply storing the spent fuel in a repository, as “likely to be no
less than $50 billion and easily could be over $100 billion.”189 U.S. utilities, which
have been paying the U.S. Government 0.1 cent per kilowatt-hour of nuclear-generated electricity for spent-fuel disposal services, have made clear that they will not
pay for the extra cost of building a reprocessing plant or fast-neutron reactors.190
The great cost of the DOE’s proposed program and the fact that it proposes to store
the most dangerous isotopes in the spent fuel191 on the surface for hundreds of years
may eventually increase the appeal to the U.S. Congress of interim storage without
reprocessing.192
Impact on nonproliferation policy. Following India’s 1974 nuclear explosion, which
used civilian plutonium separated with U.S. assistance, the United States reversed
its policy of encouraging reprocessing and plutonium recycle worldwide. During
the Carter Administration, the U.S. policy became, in effect, “We don’t reprocess
and you don’t need to either.” Partly as a result, since 1974, only two additional
countries have begun to reprocess, North Korea and Pakistan, both for weapons
purposes. During the same period, Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Germany and Italy,
shut down their pilot reprocessing plants, and South Korea and Taiwan abandoned
their laboratory-scale reprocessing efforts.
The Department of Energy has responded in two ways to concerns that a new U.S.
reprocessing initiative would undermine nonproliferation efforts:
1. By developing reprocessing technologies that would not separate out pure plutonium. The proliferation-resistance of these technologies has been challenged, however, and the Argonne National Laboratory, which provides the technical analysis
for DOE policy in this area, has responded by proposing ever more complex versions of its UREX+ fuel cycle.193
2. By citing the Bush Administration’s proposal that enrichment and reprocessing be conﬁned to “countries that already have substantial, well-established fuel
cycles.”194
Indeed, the DOE named its proposed reprocessing and reycle program the Global
Nuclear Energy Partnership to convey the idea that the United States and other
countries with large nuclear programs would provide reprocessing services to other
countries.
France, the United Kingdom and Russia have been doing this already but France
and the United Kingdom have recently lost all of their foreign customers. Russia
has kept a few because, unlike France and the United Kingdom, it is willing to keep
other countries’ plutonium and radioactive waste. In effect, it is providing permanent storage for foreign spent fuel – although with the fuel separated into three
components: uranium, plutonium and high-level waste. Its customers are happy,
however, for Russia to take their spent fuel, whether it reprocesses it or not. While
the spent fuel from some ﬁrst-generation VVER-440 reactors in Eastern Europe, Russia and Ukraine is reprocessed at the Mayak combine in the Urals, the spent fuel
from their VVER-1000 reactors is stored in a pool associated with an uncompleted
reprocessing plant near Krasnoyarsk. Russia’s Federal Atomic Energy Agency (Rosatom) has indicated an interest in reprocessing – or storing – spent fuel from other
countries as well.195 Recently, the Bush Administration has indicated its support for
such a venture.196
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On August 7, 2006, however, the DOE reversed course and announced that, given
that the technology for recycling all of the long-lived transuranic elements in spent
fuel was not available, it was considering building a 2000-3000 ton per year reprocessing plant based on the existing technology being used in France, and a 2000
MWt (thermal) fast neutron reactor of the French Supérphenix design. The fast
reactor would be fueled initially by “conventional fast reactor fuel,” i.e., a mix of
plutonium and uranium produced by the reprocessing plant.197 Even the 2500 MWt
Supérphenix, operating at its design 70 percent capacity factor on a once-through
fuel cycle, however, could only annually irradiate 1.5 tons of plutonium in this
way,198 while reprocessing 2000-3000 tons of light water reactor spent fuel would
separate 20-30 tons of plutonium per year. In effect, therefore, the DOE proposes to
spend tens of billions of dollars to transform the spent fuel accumulations at many
U.S. nuclear-power-reactor sites into separated plutonium and high-level waste accumulating at a single reprocessing site.
One can only assume that the compelling reason for the DOE initiative is to use the
reprocessing plant as a magnet to get spent fuel moved away from reactor sites. But
it is difﬁcult to understand the urgency. On-site storage of spent fuel in dry casks
has been widely adopted by nuclear power operators in the United States, Germany,
and elsewhere. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has declared such storage
to be “safe and environmentally acceptable” for at least 100 years.199 All studies of
which we are aware ﬁnd little difference in the cost of on-site and centralized drycask storage.200
Efforts to limit the proliferation of national fuel-cycle plants
Proposals to limit the proliferation of enrichment and reprocessing plants have
been made periodically since the beginning of the nuclear era. The 1946 Acheson-Lillienthal report urged that such “sensitive facilities” should be placed under
international ownership.201 After India used civilian plutonium to make a nuclear
explosive device in 1974, there was a second wave of interest in limiting national
ownership of reprocessing facilities, with studies launched in 1975, 1977, 1978,
1980, and 1987.202
During the Cold War, the combination of the advanced nuclear states refusing to
export fuel cycle facilities and the ability of the United States and Soviet Union
to press their allied states not to develop such capabilities on their own was relatively effective. With the end of the Cold War, however, it became more difﬁcult for
Washington and Moscow to enforce nuclear abstinence. Also, over the past three
decades a black-market developed for centrifuge plant designs and components. Efforts are therefore being made to strengthen control over technology exports and
renewed proposals are being made for at least multinational – if not international
control of fuel-cycle facilities.
Strengthened technology export controls. In his talk at the National Defense University on February 11, 2004, President Bush called upon the Nuclear Suppliers
Group to deny enrichment and reprocessing technologies “to any state that does
not already possess full-scale, functioning enrichment and reprocessing plants,”
and, in compensation, ensure that states that do not have such plants have reliable
access to enrichment and reprocessing services.203 No member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group has contracted to export either type of plant to a non-weapon state
other than Japan since the 1970s. However, there has been resistance to the proposal within the G-8 group of countries, which has been willing to support a formal
moratorium on exports only on a year-by-year basis.
To deal with the problem of illicit technology exports exempliﬁed by the A.Q. Khan
network, the Bush Administration launched the Proliferation Security Initiative under which many countries have agreed to cooperate to intercept illicit shipments
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of dual-capable technologies such as gas centrifuges.204 Indeed, the interception of
centrifuge components being shipped to Libya by the A.Q. Khan network is often
cited as a model for the type of operation envisioned in the Proliferation Security
Initiative.
The U.N. Security Council also passed in April 2004 UNSC resolution 1540, which
requires all U.N. members to set up legal and regulatory systems to assure that “all
States shall take and enforce effective measures to establish domestic controls to
prevent the proliferation of nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons and their
means of delivery.”205
Multinational control of fuel-cycle facilities. In his November 2003 speech to the
United Nations General Assembly, IAEA Director General El Baradei proposed that
enrichment and reprocessing be restricted “exclusively to facilities under multinational control.”206 The Nuclear Suppliers Group guidelines already state that suppliers should “encourage” recipients to “accept, as an alternative to national plants,
supplier involvement and/or other appropriate multinational participation in resulting facilities.”207
A subsequent study done for the IAEA by an expert group assessed a number of
international and multinational approaches including the IAEA operating as “administrator of a fuel bank; promoting voluntary conversion of existing [fuel cycle]
facilities to multinational nuclear arrangements … and creating … regional multinational nuclear arrangements for new facilities …” The panel observed, however,
that “there is a consistent opposition by many [non-nuclear weapon states] to accept additional restrictions on their development of peaceful nuclear technology
without equivalent progress on disarmament.”208 Japanese, U.S. and enrichmentindustry ofﬁcials also expressed skepticism.209
In January 2006, Russian President Putin suggested that Russia would be willing
“to offer nuclear fuel cycle services, including enrichment under the control of the
IAEA.” The speciﬁcs of the proposal remain to be worked out.210 Russia has also offered to let Iran invest in a Russian enrichment facility as an alternative to building
its own.
Two other ideas might be worth considering: the establishment of objective criteria
for the ownership of national fuel-cycle facilities, and a “black-box” approach to
enrichment technology transfer:
Criteria for national ownership of fuel-cycle facilities. A criteria-based approach
to national ownership of fuel-cycle facilities is apparently of interest to most of
the members of the Nuclear Suppliers Group but is opposed by the United States.
A Princeton University graduate workshop has proposed that the IAEA convene a
conference to establish international agreement on objective criteria that would
have to be met before a country could qualify for hosting an enrichment plant.
As a possible standard, it has suggested that a country have at least ten Gigawatts
(GWe) of light-water reactor generating capacity, the equivalent of about ten fullsized power reactors. Supplying this much capacity with LEU would require about
one million SWUs of enrichment work per year, potentially enough to provide a
domestic market for a Urenco-type enrichment plant large enough to be economically competitive with foreign enrichment services.211
Such a criterion would disqualify all but four (Germany, South Korea, Japan, and
Ukraine) of the 25 non-nuclear weapon states with nuclear power reactors as well
as several nuclear weapon states.212 Two of the above-threshold non-nuclear weapon states, Germany and Japan, already have enrichment plants, as do two of the
countries below the threshold (Brazil and the Netherlands). An argument might
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be made, however, to exempt the Netherlands because it is part of the EU and its
enrichment plant is part of an EU multinational company.
Black box enrichment plants. Accepting the current technological dominance of
two centrifuge-enrichment suppliers, Urenco and Russia, would be another way to
limit the proliferation of centrifuge technology. The danger of centrifuge technology proliferation would be reduced to the extent that other countries chose to import centrifuges rather than develop their own.
As already noted, this is happening already. France and the United States are building plants using imported Urenco centrifuges; and China uses Russian centrifuges.
The Urenco contracts involve the export of its centrifuge technology only on a
“black box” basis. The centrifuges are to be manufactured in the Netherlands and
assembled by Urenco technicians in the recipient countries.213 Since the centrifuges
are expected to operate for perhaps 20 years without maintenance, there is no need
for the personnel of the host country to examine their interiors. Russia has made
a similar black-box arrangement for the centrifuge plants that it has supplied to
China. The fact that three weapon states are willing to acquire enrichment technology on a black-box basis should make such an approach appear less discriminatory
to non-weapon states.
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8 Global Cleanout of Highly Enriched Uranium
Major efforts are being made to upgrade the security of sites where ﬁssile materials
can be found. The United States, which has taken a leadership role in this respect,
launched in 1993 a cooperative “materials, protection, control and accounting”
program that is currently spending more than $400 million per year on security
upgrades of sites with ﬁssile material in the former Soviet Union (such as shown
in Figure 8.1). The status and progress of the various efforts have been well summarized by the Project on Managing the Atom, at Harvard’s Kennedy School, and
by RANSAC.214
Increasing the security of ﬁssile materials in storage is a vital undertaking. In the
long run, however, the most effective approach to the risk of diversion or theft is
to eliminate the material from as many locations as possible. This section discusses
the feasibility of a global cleanout of civilian highly enriched uranium, still held at
more than a hundred civilian sites worldwide – primarily in research-reactor fuel
cycles.
Figure 8.1 - These cylinders in a Russian
institute’s storage facility contain in total
ton quantities of plutonium and highly
enriched uranium. The portability of the

cylinders increases the risk of theft.215

During the 1950s and 1960s, as part of their competing Atoms for Peace programs,
the United States and the Soviet Union built hundreds of research reactors domestically, and for export to more than 40 other countries. In response to demands
for longer-lived fuel and maximum reactor performance, export restrictions on ﬁssile materials were relaxed, and most of these reactors shifted to fuel containing
weapon-grade HEU. As a result, HEU is still used today as a research-reactor fuel in
about 140 civilian reactors worldwide. In addition, HEU remains at sites of many
shut down, but not yet decommissioned reactors. Taken together, the global inventory of civilian HEU reactor fuel is very roughly 50 metric tons, widely distributed
around the globe (see Figure 8.2). According to a 2004 U.S. Government study,
there were 128 sites known around the world associated with research reactors with
at least 20 kilograms of HEU.216
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Figure 8.2 - Civilian HEU is still distributed around the
globe in large quantities. International efforts to convert

HEU-fueled research reactors to low-enriched uranium
have reduced the annual demand of the material by

about 250 kg of HEU per year. Yet, there are still more
than 100 sites worldwide where the material can be
found in signiﬁcant quantities at operational or shut
down but not yet decommissioned HEU-fueled reactors.

Reactor conversion to low-enriched fuel
Since 1978, an international effort has been directed at converting HEU-fueled reactors to low-enriched fuel in the Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactor
(RERTR) program. Almost all new reactors designed since that time use LEU fuel.217
By the end of 2005, the RERTR program had converted or partially converted 42
research reactors.218 The world’s remaining research reactors consume about 1,000
kilograms of HEU per year – virtually all supplied by the United States and Russia. RERTR program analysts believe that 41 more reactors can be converted using
existing LEU fuels.219 Of the Western-designed reactors, about ten, which consume
the bulk of the HEU, cannot be converted however, until advanced LEU fuels are
developed. These research reactors have compact, high-powered cores designed to
maximize neutron intensity for testing reactor fuels and materials to high irradiation levels, and for neutron-scattering measurements.
The primary approach of the RERTR program has been to develop 19.75-percent
enriched LEU fuels (i.e., just below the 20-percent threshold that deﬁnes HEU) in
which uranium-238 is added to dilute the U-235 in the fuel. As a result, the concentration of uranium in the nuclear fuel is increased approximately ﬁve-fold. Fortunately, the uranium densities in the HEU fuels that have to be replaced are mostly
quite low: 3-6 percent of the density of solid uranium – or about 0.6-1.2 grams
uranium per cubic centimeter (g/cc). The most advanced fuel commercialized thus
far has an effective uranium density of 4.8 g/cc. Because of unexpected poor irradiation performance of a candidate fuel with a higher uranium density that was to
be commercialized in 2006, the expected availability of fuels with the densities required to convert research reactors with compact, high-powered cores has slipped to
around 2010. The most promising fuel currently under development, solid uranium
alloyed with molybdenum,220 has a uranium density of more than 16 g/cc and could
be used to convert almost all remaining high-powered research reactors.221 If these
fuels can be successfully developed and qualiﬁed, the main technical obstacle for a
global HEU cleanout would be removed.
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Decommissioning unneeded HEU reactors
Most of the world’s aging ﬂeet of HEU-fueled reactors is no longer needed. The
total number of these research reactors worldwide could be reduced, in principle,
from hundreds to tens.222 Just shutting down an HEU-fueled reactor is not sufﬁcient,
however. To complete the cleanout, the HEU fuel must be removed, i.e. the reactor must be “decommissioned.”223 To make a decommissioning program attractive
in Russia and elsewhere, it may be necessary for concerned countries to invest in
strengthening the surviving research-reactor centers. Such assistance should be conditioned, however, on the management being willing to allow research groups from
decommissioned facilities to become “user groups” on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Such arrangements are standard in the United States and Western Europe, but are
still foreign to Russia where, if a group does not have its own reactor, it does not
have an opportunity to do experiments. Russia accounts for about one third of the
world’s HEU-fueled reactors and probably over one half of the HEU associated with
civilian HEU-fueled reactors.
Beyond RERTR: other types of HEU reactors
Conversion efforts have thus far been focused almost entirely on HEU-fueled reactors that are refueled regularly, and therefore, can be converted by refueling them
with LEU instead of HEU fuel. This excludes critical assemblies and pulsed-power
reactors that have lifetime cores that can contain huge quantities of barely-irradiated HEU (see Figure 8.3).
Figure 8.3 - The Russian critical assembly shown at the

top has ton quantities of HEU and plutonium – mostly
in the form of tens of thousands of small disks that are
stacked up in columns to simulate fuel of different
enrichments and mixes of uranium and plutonium.
The shut down – but not decommissioned – U.S. critical assembly shown at the bottom similarly has ton
inventories of plutonium and HEU associated with it
that are loaded into drawers.224

There are about 45 HEU-fueled critical assemblies worldwide that are listed by the
IAEA as “operating.” In 2005, the IAEA hosted a consultation on the future need
for critical assemblies. The consultation concluded that, given the greatly increased
capabilities of computer simulations, and the large numbers of criticality “benchmark” experiments that have been performed, there should be joint workshops of
reactor designers and critical- and sub-critical assembly experts to consider which
existing facilities are no longer needed, and to modernize the facilities that are still
needed.225 Decommissioning the redundant critical assemblies would be much less
costly than decommissioning other types of research reactors. Since their uranium
fuel is barely irradiated, it is easily handled – which is also the reason it is of such
proliferation concern.
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There are also about 20 HEU-fueled pulsed reactors that similarly contain large inventories of barely irradiated HEU and could similarly be either decommissioned or
converted to LEU. The All-Russian Institute of Experimental Physics (VNIIEF) in Sarov, Russia has proposed a feasibility study on the conversion of its BIGR pulsed reactor, which has an HEU inventory of 833 kilograms of weapon-grade uranium.226
Russia also uses HEU fuel in seven nuclear-powered icebreakers. LEU fuel has been
developed for a proposed ﬂoating nuclear power plant that would be powered by a
reactor derived from one of the reactor types (the KLT-40) used on the icebreakers.
The privately funded Nuclear Threat Initiative has offered to support the adaptation
of this fuel for the icebreakers.227
Converting HEU-fueled military propulsion reactors would further extend the scope
of the global cleanout initiative discussed in this section. China is believed to use
LEU – or HEU fuel barely above 20 percent enrichment – in its submarines, and
France is shifting to LEU fuel.228 U.S. and U.K. naval reactors are fueled with weapongrade uranium but are unlikely to be converted since they mostly have lifetime
cores. Future naval reactors could be designed to use LEU but, in 1995, the then director of the U.S. Naval Nuclear Propulsion program argued that LEU-fueled reactor
cores using the same fuel technology would have to be three times larger in volume
than cores fueled with weapon-grade uranium and that this would lead to a ten percent cost increase in the Navy’s new Virginia-class attack submarines.229
Because of the highly classiﬁed nature of naval-reactor fuel design, it has been impossible for independent analysts to review this conclusion. However, approaches
by which such cost increases could be mitigated have been proposed, including
adopting a compact system design in which steam generators are inside the reactor pressure vessel.230 This design has allowed France to deploy the world’s smallest
nuclear-powered attack submarines (the Rubis class). The impact of a larger reactor
core should be relatively small on the cost of larger U.S. nuclear-powered ships, such
as ballistic-missile submarines and aircraft carriers.
Russia’s submarines, reportedly, use HEU fuel with enrichments ranging from 21 to
45 percent. This, along with the fact that Russia’s submarines, like France’s, are refueled at ﬁve to ten year intervals, should make it easier to convert them to LEU.231
Toward a comprehensive HEU “global cleanout” program
In 2004, the U.S. Department of Energy responded to Congressional concern about
how slowly the HEU-cleanout programs were moving by combining its reactor-conversion and spent HEU-fuel take back efforts into a Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI) program.232
This initiative would achieve complete elimination of HEU-fuel shipments to research reactors outside Russia by 2014. Critical assemblies and pulsed reactors containing huge quantities of barely irradiated uranium are not yet formally being targeted, however, and Russia has not yet agreed to convert or decommission its own
HEU-fueled reactors.
What is needed is a broader international effort to: (1) decommission obsolete and
redundant HEU-fueled research reactors; (2) accelerate the conversion of operating
research reactors for which replacement LEU fuel is available; (3) assure that fuels are
developed to convert all the remaining HEU-fueled research reactors; and 4) maximize the security and minimize inventories and enrichments of any HEU-fueled
reactors that remain in operation.
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Consideration also needs to be given to making more attractive the effort to decommission or shut down little-used HEU-fueled reactors by concentrating research-reactor or accelerator neutron services in regional centers of excellence, that are available on a nondiscriminatory basis, to user groups from institutes whose research
reactors have been shutdown.
The key countries whose cooperation is required are those that have built and exported, or operate high power HEU-fueled research reactors, large critical assemblies, or pulsed reactors. The United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, China,
Germany and Japan account for more than 90 percent of the global civilian HEU
inventory and demand. Their joint engagement in an accelerated conversion and
clean-out effort would likely bring along the other countries that receive or have
received fuel from the major HEU suppliers.
The reluctance of Russia’s government to give this effort high priority domestically –
at the same time that the leading Russian nuclear institutes have been asking for
funding for projects to convert and decommission their HEU-fueled reactors –
illustrates the importance of working directly with the institutes as well as on a government-to-government level. This “bottom-up” approach, in which Russian institutes help to get their government’s approval, has been key to virtually all successful cooperative nuclear security initiatives. Unfortunately, Russia’s security services
have been increasingly blocking collaboration between Russia’s nuclear institutes
and U.S. Government programs working on HEU cleanout. This makes it even more
important for other countries to become more seriously engaged with this agenda.
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Glossary
Additional Protocol. The voluntary agreement between a state and the Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency to accept more stringent safeguards than those
originally required to verify compliance with the Nonproliferation Treaty or other
safeguards agreements. Devised in the 1990s following the discovery of Iraq’s clandestine uranium-enrichment programs, it broadens the information on nuclear
activities a state declares to the IAEA and provides additional rights for IAEA inspectors to verify this declaration, including taking swipe samples to check for
possible undeclared nuclear activities in a country.
Americium-241. A ﬁssile isotope with a half-life of 433 years produced from de-

cay of plutonium-241. There is no public information that americium has ever
been used to build a nuclear weapon but it is considered an “alternative nuclear
material” by the IAEA.

Breeder reactor. A nuclear reactor that produces more ﬁssile material than it
consumes in “fertile” material (U-238 or thorium). Most R&D has been focused on

fast-neutron reactors cooled with liquid sodium. Despite many attempts, breeder
reactors have not been successfully commercialized.
Burn-up. A measure of the ﬁssion energy generated by a mass of fuel in a reactor

usually given at the time of discharge from the reactor, measured in units of thermal megawatt-days per kilogram or thousand thermal megawatt-days per metric
ton.
Cascade. The arrangement of isotope separation elements (for example, centri-

fuges) in a uranium enrichment facility. The cascade is organized as a series of
“stages” in each of which separation elements operate in parallel. The stages are
connected in series so that material from one stage is passed to another for further
enrichment or depletion of the uranium in the isotope U-235. The ﬁnal output
streams when the feed is natural uranium are enriched and depleted uranium.
Centrifuge. A rapidly rotating cylinder used for the enrichment of uranium in

which the heavier isotope (uranium-238) in uranium hexaﬂuoride gas is forced
to higher concentrations near the cylinder’s walls, while the lighter isotope (uranium-235) concentrates towards the center of the cylinder.
Chain reaction. A continuing process of nuclear ﬁssioning in which the neu-

trons that are released from one ﬁssion trigger other nuclear ﬁssions. In a nuclear
weapon, an extremely rapid, multiplying chain reaction causes an explosive release of energy. In a reactor operating at constant power, the chain reaction is
controlled so that each ﬁssion causes on average exactly one ﬁssion.
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Critical mass. The minimum amount of a ﬁssile material required to sustain a

chain reaction. The exact mass of material needed to sustain a chain reaction varies according to its geometry, the mixture of ﬁssile isotopes and other elements it
contains, its density (e.g. whether it is in metal or oxide form), and the neutronreﬂecting properties and thickness of the surrounding materials.
Depleted uranium. Uranium having a smaller percentage of uranium-235

than the 0.7 percent found in natural uranium. It is a by-product of the uranium
enrichment process.
Enrichment. The process of increasing the concentration of one isotope

of a given element (in the case of uranium, increasing the concentration of
uranium-235).

Fertile material. Nuclear isotopes that are transmuted by neutron absorption

and radioactive decay into ﬁssile materials. One such element is uranium-238,
which, after it absorbs a neutron, decays in two steps into plutonium-239.
Fissile material. Material that can sustain an explosive ﬁssion chain reaction –

notably plutonium of almost any isotopic composition and highly-enriched uranium.
Fission. The process by which a ﬁssionable nucleus splits either after absorbing

a neutron or, in some cases, spontaneously. During the process of nuclear
ﬁssion, typically two or three high-speed neutrons also are emitted, along with
gamma rays.
Fissionable material. A heavy isotope with an atomic nucleus that can be caused

to undergo ﬁssion when struck by a neutron. Uranium-238 is a ﬁssionable isotope,
in that it can be ﬁssioned by high-energy neutrons, although, unlike uranium-235,
it cannot sustain a ﬁssion chain reaction.
Fizzle yield. The reduced explosive energy that is released by a nuclear weapon

when the chain reaction is initiated at the ﬁrst moment when the explosive assembly becomes critical. This is termed pre-initiation. In an implosion weapon using
reactor-grade plutonium, a ﬁzzle yield could be the equivalent to the explosion of
one kiloton of TNT.
Gaseous diffusion. A method of isotope separation based on the fact that gas

molecules carrying isotopes with different masses diffuse through a porous barrier
(or membrane) at different rates. The method is used to separate uranium hexaﬂuoride molecules containing uranium-235 from molecules containing uranium238. It requires signiﬁcant amounts of electric power to pump the gas through the
membranes.
Half-life. The time required for one-half of the nuclei in a quantity of a speciﬁc

radioactive isotope to decay.

Heavy metal. The uranium, thorium, and transuranic elements in reactor fuel,

usually measured in metric tons.

Heavy-water reactor. A reactor that uses heavy water as a neutron “moderator,”

i.e. to slow the neutrons between ﬁssions. Most of the hydrogen in heavy water is
deuterium, whose nucleus, unlike that of ordinary hydrogen, contains a neutron
as well as a proton. Only about one in ten thousand hydrogen atoms in nature is
deuterium. Heavy water is made by concentrating water molecules containing deuterium. Heavy water reactors typically use natural uranium as fuel. It is impossible
to sustain a chain reaction in natural uranium in a reactor moderated by ordinary
water because the “light” hydrogen in the water absorbs too many neutrons.
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High-level waste. The radioactive waste containing ﬁssion products and non-

plutonium “transuranic” elements (i.e. neptunium, americium and curium) resulting from the reprocessing of spent fuel.
Highly enriched uranium (HEU). Uranium in which the percentage of ura-

nium-235 nuclei has been increased from the natural level of 0.7 percent to 20
percent or more. A large fraction of HEU is 90-percent enriched or higher because
it was originally produced for weapons use.
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). A separately funded organiza-

tion, established in 1957 under the United Nations, that is responsible for promoting the peaceful use of nuclear technology and implementing “safeguards”
agreements with non-weapon states under which it checks that ﬁssile material is
not diverted from peaceful uses and (for states that are members of the Nonproliferation Treaty) that no ﬁssile material is made in undeclared facilities.
Isotope. A form of any element that is designated by the sum of the number of

protons and neutrons that its nucleus contains (e.g. uranium-235 has 92 protons
and 143 neutrons). Because all isotopes of an element have the same number of
protons in the nucleus and therefore the same number of electrons, they have
virtually the same chemical properties. But, because they have different numbers
of neutrons in the nucleus, they have different atomic weights and nuclear properties. Uranium-235, for example, can sustain a ﬁssion chain reaction while uranium-238, whose nucleus contains three more neutrons, cannot.
Kiloton TNT (kt). A unit used to measure the energy of a nuclear explosion,
roughly the energy released by the explosion of one thousand tons of TNT, by

deﬁnition, equal to 1012 calories (4.184x1012 joules). The ﬁssion of 1 kilogram of
ﬁssile material releases about 18 kilotons of TNT equivalent.

Light water. Ordinary water (H2O) as distinguished from heavy water (D2O) that

contains deuterium, a heavier isotope of hydrogen.

Light-water reactor. A reactor that uses ordinary water to cool the reactor and to

“moderate” the speeds of neutrons between ﬁssions and usually uses low-enriched
uranium as fuel.

Low-enriched uranium (LEU). Uranium in which the percentage of uranium-

235 nuclei has been increased from the natural level of 0.7 percent to less than
20 percent. The fuel of light-water reactors is usually enriched to 4-5 percent. Fuel
rods containing low-enriched uranium can sustain a chain reaction when immersed in ordinary water.
Megawatt (MW). One million watts. Used to measure the rate of energy out-

put of a nuclear power plant: 1 million watts of electricity (megawatts-electric,
or MWe). Also used to measure the rate at which heat is released in research or
plutonium-production reactors: 1 million watts of thermal energy (megawattsthermal, or MWt). A typical light water power reactor today has a peak electricity generation capacity of approximately 1000 megawatts-electric – that is,
109 watts. Such a reactor would generate about 3000 megawatts-thermal.
Megawatt-day (MW-day). A unit of energy. The cumulative amount of heat that

would be released in a day at a rate of one megawatt. The ﬁssion of one gram
of uranium or plutonium releases approximately one megawatt-day of thermal
energy.
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Metric ton (sometimes tonne). One thousand kilograms. A metric weight equiv-

alent to about 1.1 short tons. A short ton equals 2000 pounds.

Mixed-oxide fuels (MOX). Nuclear reactor fuel composed of a mixture of plu-

tonium and natural or depleted uranium in oxide form, commonly referred to as
MOX fuel. The plutonium replaces the uranium-235 in low-enriched uranium as
the primary ﬁssioning material in the fuel. MOX is used in Europe – and planned
in India and Japan – to recycle plutonium recovered from spent fuel through reprocessing. The United States and Russia hope to dispose of some of their excess
weapon plutonium in MOX fuel.
Natural uranium. Uranium as found in nature, containing 0.7 percent of urani-

um-235, 99.3 percent of uranium-238, and trace quantities of uranium-234 formed
by the decay of U-238.

Neptunium-237. A 2-million-year half-life ﬁssile isotope, produced in nuclear re-

actors by two successive neutron captures on uranium-235. There is no public
information that neptunium-237 has actually ever been used in a nuclear weapon
but its properties make it as suitable as U-235 and the IAEA considers it an “alternative nuclear material.”
Neutron. An uncharged elementary particle with a mass slightly greater than that

of a proton. Neutrons are found in the nuclei of every atom heavier than hydrogen. Neutrons provide the links in a ﬁssion chain reaction.

Nuclear fuel. Basic chain-reaction material, usually including both ﬁssile and fer-

tile materials. Commonly used nuclear fuels are natural uranium and low-enriched
uranium. Highly enriched uranium and mixed-oxide fuel (see above) are also used
to fuel some reactors.
Nuclear fuel cycle. The chemical and physical operations needed to prepare nu-

clear material for use in reactors and to dispose of or recycle the material after its
removal from the reactor. Existing fuel cycles begin with the mining of uranium
ore and produce ﬁssile plutonium as a by-product by absorption of neutrons in
uranium-238 while the fuel is in the reactor. Some proposed fuel cycles would use
natural thorium as a fertile material to produce the ﬁssile isotope uranium-233,
which would then be recycled in reactor fuel. An “open” fuel cycle stores the spent
fuel indeﬁnitely. A “closed” fuel cycle reprocesses it and recycles the ﬁssile and
fertile material once or more and stores the ﬁssion products and other radioactive
isotopes.
Nuclear reactor. An arrangement of nuclear and other materials designed to sus-

tain a controlled nuclear chain reaction that releases heat, which can be used to
generate electricity, or mechanical power to propel a ship. Since reactors can also
produce ﬁssile material (for example, plutonium) in the irradiated fuel, they may
be used as a source of ﬁssile material for weapons. Nuclear reactors fall into three
general categories: power reactors, production reactors (for producing ﬁssile materials such as plutonium and U233, and also radioactive isotopes used in medicine)
and research reactors.
Nuclear Supplier Group (NSG). A group of nuclear technology and material sup-

plier countries organized in 1977 which have agreed to guidelines for nuclear exports, currently including a “trigger list” of items that suppliers agree to export to
non-nuclear weapon states only when the receiving state has brought into force an
agreement with the IAEA that allows the Agency to safeguard all nuclear activities
within the state.
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Nuclear waste. The radioactive products formed by ﬁssion and neutron transmu-

tation of materials in a reactor. Most nuclear waste is initially contained in spent
fuel. If this material is reprocessed, new categories of waste result.

Nuclear Weapon Free Zone. A region of non-nuclear weapon states that have re-

afﬁrmed collectively through a treaty their decision not to manufacture, acquire,
test, or possess nuclear weapons and their requirement that nuclear weapon states
not store nuclear weapons there or threaten to use nuclear weapons against the
signatories.
Plutonium-239. A ﬁssile isotope produced when uranium-238 captures an ex-

tra neutron. The plutonium that has been used in the core of nuclear weapons
typically contains more than 90 percent Pu-239. It has a half-life of about 24,000
years.
Plutonium-240. An isotope produced in reactors when a plutonium-239 atom

absorbs a neutron instead of ﬁssioning. Its concentration is limited in weapons
plutonium because of its high rate of spontaneous ﬁssion. It has a half-life of 6600
years.
Plutonium-241. A ﬁssile isotope produced in reactors by neutron absorption by

plutonium-240. Pu-241 has a half-life of only 14 years and decays into americium241.
Power reactor. A reactor designed to produce heat to generate electricity, as dis-

tinguished from reactors used primarily for research or for producing plutonium
or other isotopes.

Production reactor. A reactor designed primarily for the large-scale production

of plutonium for weapons and/or tritium.

Radioactivity. The spontaneous disintegration of an unstable atomic nucleus,

resulting in the emission of electrons (beta decay), helium nuclei (alpha decay),
and/or gamma rays (high-energy X-rays).

Reactor-Grade Plutonium. The United States deﬁnes reactor-grade plutonium

as containing more than 18 percent plutonium-240 – much more than in weapon-grade plutonium. Reactor-grade plutonium can be used, however, to make a
nuclear explosive.
Recycle. The reuse of the uranium and/or plutonium in spent fuel after separa-

tion from ﬁssion products by a reprocessing plant.

Reprocessing. The chemical treatment of spent reactor fuel to separate pluto-

nium and uranium from ﬁssion products. Because of the intense radioactivity of
the ﬁssion products, this has to be done remotely behind heavy shielding.

Research reactor. A reactor designed primarily to supply neutron irradiation for

experimental purposes. It may also be used for training, the testing of materials,
and the production of radioisotopes.

Safeguards. Measures aimed at detecting in timely fashion the diversion of sig-

niﬁcant quantities of ﬁssile material from monitored peaceful nuclear activities.
For non-nuclear weapon states that are parties to the Nonproliferation Treaty, the
safeguards are implemented by the IAEA. See Signiﬁcant Quantity.
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Separative Work Unit (SWU). A measure of the work done by a machine or plant that

separates uranium into streams with higher and lower fractions of U-235. Sometimes referred to as a kilogram-SWU to distinguish it from a ton-SWU (1000 SWUs).
Signiﬁcant quantity (SQ). The IAEA deﬁned amount of ﬁssile material required to manu-

facture a ﬁrst-generation nuclear explosive device: Plutonium containing less than 80%
Pu-238 – 8 kg, Uranium-233 – 8 kg, and Uranium-235 (in HEU) – 25 kg.

Spent fuel. Fuel elements that have been removed from the reactor because the ﬁs-

sionable material they contain has been depleted to a level near where it can no longer sustain a chain reaction. The high concentration of radioactive ﬁssion products in
spent power-reactor fuel creates a gamma-radiation ﬁeld around it that makes light-water reactor fuel “self protecting” for about one hundred years. At a distance of a meter,
the gamma ﬁeld would be lethal in minutes a few years after discharge and in hours
a century after discharge.
Strategic Offensive Reduction Treaty (SORT). An agreement between the Unit-

ed States and Russia that entered into force in June 2003 to reduce the number of their
operationally deployed strategic nuclear warheads to 1700-2200 warheads each by the end
of 2012.
Thermonuclear explosive. A type of nuclear weapon that produces much of its energy

through nuclear fusion reactions of heavy hydrogen isotopes (also known as a hydrogen
bomb). These fusion reactions only proceed at temperatures around one hundred million
degrees that are created by a ﬁssion explosive “trigger.” Thermonuclear weapons can have
yields much larger than simple ﬁssion weapons.
Thorium-232. The naturally-occurring isotope of thorium that is “fertile” in that neutron

absorption in it produces the ﬁssile isotope Uranium-233.

Transuranic. Any element whose atomic number is higher than that of uranium. All

transuranics are produced artiﬁcially and are radioactive. The most commonly produced
transuranic isotopes, in order of increasing weight, are neptunium, plutonium, americium
and curium.
Tritium. The heaviest hydrogen isotope, containing one proton and two neutrons in the

nucleus, produced most effectively by bombarding lithium-6 with neutrons. In a ﬁssion
weapon, the fusion of tritium with deuterium to make helium produces an extra neutron
that can be used to cause additional ﬁssions. Tritium-deuterium gas is used in modern
ﬁssion weapons to produce extra neutrons in this way to “boost” the weapon’s explosive
power.
Uranium. A radioactive element with the atomic number 92. The two principal natural

uranium isotopes are uranium-235 (0.7 percent of natural uranium), which is ﬁssile, and
uranium-238 (99.3 percent of natural uranium), which is not.

Uranium dioxide (UO2). The chemical form of uranium used in heavy-water and light-

water power reactor fuel. Produced as a powder, uranium dioxide is pressed and then sintered into ceramic fuel pellets.
Uranium hexaﬂouride (UF6). A volatile compound of uranium and ﬂuorine. UF6 is a solid

at atmospheric pressure and room temperature, but can be transformed into gas by heating. UF6 gas is the feedstock in gas-centrifuge and gaseous-diffusion uranium enrichment
processes.
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Uranium oxide (U3O8). The most common oxide of uranium found in typical

ores. Uranium oxide is extracted from the ore during the milling process. The
ore may contain only 0.1 percent uranium oxide. Yellowcake, the product of the
milling process, contains about 80 percent uranium oxide.
Uranium-233. A ﬁssile isotope produced by neutron absorption in fertile thorium-232. Like HEU and plutonium, it is theoretically an excellent material for

nuclear weapons. It has been used in at least one nuclear test but not in deployed nuclear weapons – perhaps because a small amount of U-232 is produced
with it. A decay product of the U-232 produces gamma radiation at levels higher
than the levels produced by weapon-grade plutonium. U-233 is also a potentially attractive reactor fuel for heavy and light-water moderated reactors because it
releases more neutrons than U-235 per neutron absorbed.
Uranium-235. The only naturally occurring ﬁssile isotope. Natural uranium

contains 0.7 percent uranium-235; light-water reactors use fuel containing
4-5 percent; and weapon-grade highly enriched uranium normally contains at
least 90 percent of this isotope.
Uranium-238. A fertile material. Natural uranium contains approximately 99.3

percent uranium-238.

Weapon-grade. Fissile material with the isotopic makeup typically used in

ﬁssion explosives, that is, uranium enriched to over 90 percent uranium-235
or plutonium that is more than 90 percent plutonium-239. The HEU used in
the Hiroshima weapon was enriched to about 80 percent. Uranium enriched to
greater than 20 percent and plutonium containing less than 80 percent Pu-238
are considered weapon-usable, however.
Yellowcake. A uranium concentrate produced during the process of extract-

ing uranium from ore (“milling”) that contains about 80 percent uranium
oxide (U3O8). In preparation for uranium enrichment, the yellowcake is converted to uranium hexaﬂuoride gas (UF6). In the preparation of natural uranium
heavy-water power reactor fuel, yellowcake is processed into puriﬁed uranium
oxide.
Yield. The total energy released in a nuclear explosion – usually measured by
the number of kilotons of TNT whose explosion would release the same amount

of energy.
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Appendix A

IPFM Members
Morten Bremer Mærli (Norway, shared membership with Reistad) a nuclear

physicist by training, is a senior research fellow at the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI), working on nuclear nonproliferation and the prevention
of nuclear terrorism. His doctoral thesis, titled Crude Nukes on the Loose? Preventing
Nuclear Terrorism by Means of Optimum Nuclear Husbandry, Transparency, and NonIntrusive Fissile Material Veriﬁcation, assesses the risk of nuclear terrorism. The best
threat reducing strategy is by far to control or eliminate the ﬁssile material at its
sources. Mærli has worked at the Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, with
control and protection of nuclear materials as his prime responsibility. He has experience with the current situation and practices concerning the handling, storing
and security of ﬁssile materials in Northwest Russia. He has been a technical consultant to the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Anatoli Diakov (Russia) is a Professor of Physics (Ph.D. in 1975) and, since 1991,

Director of the Center for Arms Control, Energy and Environmental Studies of the
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (Russia’s MIT). Diakov has written
papers on nuclear arms reductions, the history of Russia’s plutonium production,
disposition options for excess plutonium, and the feasibility of converting Russia’s
icebreaker reactors from highly enriched to low-enriched uranium as well as on
many other topics relating to nuclear arms control and disarmament.
Jean du Preez (South Africa) is currently Director of the International Organiza-

tions and Non-proliferation Program of Monterey Institute for International Studies’ Center for Non-proliferation Studies. Prior to Monterey, he served in the South
African Ministry of Foreign Affairs for 17 years, including as Deputy-Director for
nonproliferation and disarmament and as senior political counselor for disarmament affairs at South Africa’s Permanent Mission to the United Nations. During
this time, he represented his country at several international negotiating meetings,
including the 1995 and 2000 NPT Review Conferences. du Preez has written extensively about the possible paths forward on the nuclear disarmament and nonproliferation agenda, including the Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty.
José Goldemberg (Co-chair, Brazil) has a Ph.D. in nuclear physics (1954). He was

Rector of the University of São Paolo (1986-90), Federal Minister of Science and
Technology (1990-91), and Federal Minister of Education (1991-92) and has been
the Minister of Environment of São Paolo since 2002. While Brazil’s Minister of
Science and Technology, Goldemberg persuaded President Collor de Mello to end
Brazil’s nuclear-weapons program, which led Argentina to shut its program down
as well under monitoring by a joint Argentine-Brazil inspectorate. Goldemberg is
best known for his work on global energy (including the future of nuclear energy
and its consequences) and environmental issues, which resulted in him being a
co-recipient of Sweden’s Volvo Environmental Prize in 2000.
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Pervez Hoodbhoy (Pakistan) is professor of physics at Quaid-e-Azam University,

Islamabad. He holds a Ph.D. in nuclear physics from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and is the recipient of the Abdus Salam Prize for Mathematics, the
Baker Award for Electronics, Faiz Ahmad Faiz Prize for contributions to education
in Pakistan, and the UNESCO Kalinga Prize for the popularization of science. He
has been a visiting professor at MIT, Carnegie Mellon University, the University
of Maryland, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator. Dr. Hoodbhoy is a member of
the Pugwash Council, and a sponsor of The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. He is
frequently invited to comment on nuclear and political matters in Pakistani and
international media.
Martin B. Kalinowski (Germany, shared membership with Schaper) holds a

Ph.D. in nuclear physics (1997) dealing with international tritium control. For
a decade, he was a scientiﬁc assistant in the Interdisciplinary Research Group on
Science, Technology, and Security (IANUS) at Darmstadt University of Technology,
Darmstadt, Germany. In October 1998, Dr. Kalinowski joined the International
Data Center of the Provisional Technical Secretariat of the Preparatory Commission for the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO), Vienna, Austria. His research focused on the development of analysis methods for atmospheric xenon gas samples. During the spring term 2005, he served as Assistant
Professor in the Department for Nuclear, Plasma and Radiological Engineering
(NPRE) and was on the faculty of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
in the Program in Arms Control, Disarmament and International Security (ACDIS). March 2006, he became a full professor for Science and Peace Research and
director of the newly established Carl-Friedrich von Weizsäcker Center for Science
and Peace Research at the University of Hamburg, Germany. His research agenda
deals with novel measurement technologies as well as nuclear and meteorological
modeling of atmospheric radioactivity monitoring as a means to detect clandestine nuclear activities like plutonium separation and nuclear testing.
Jungmin Kang (South Korea) has a Ph.D. in Nuclear Engineering from Tokyo

University (1999) and spent two years with Princeton’s Program on Science and
Global Security (1998-2000). He is currently the lead South Korean analyst in the
MacArthur-Foundation-funded East-Asia Science-and-Security Initiative. Kang has
co-authored articles on radioactive-waste management, spent-fuel storage, the proliferation-resistance of closed fuel cycles, plutonium disposition and the history of
South Korea’s explorations of a nuclear-weapon option. He has contributed many
articles to South Korea’s newspapers and magazines and is frequently interviewed
about spent-fuel issues and the negotiations over North Korea’s nuclear-weapon
program. He served as an advisor to South Korea’s National Security Council on
North Korean nuclear issues during 2003 and currently serves on South Korea’s
Presidential Commission on Sustainable Development where he advises on nuclear energy policy.
Li Bin (China, shared membership with Shen), an arms-control physicist, is a pro-

fessor of international studies and the director of the Arms Control Program at the
Institute of International Studies, Tsinghua University. At Tsinghua University, he
teaches arms control and international security, quantitative analysis in international studies, science and technology in international security. Since 1990, Dr. Li
has been working on various arms control issues including space arms control, nuclear test ban, missile defenses, deep nuclear reductions and Chinese-U.S. nuclear
relations. He has published papers on arms control issues in Chinese and international journals. His book, Arms Control Theories and Analysis will be published by
Peking University Press. Professor Li is on the editorial boards of Science and Global
Security, Nonproliferation Review and on the boards of China Arms Control and Disarmament Association and China-U.S. People’s Friendship Association.
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Miguel Marin Bosch (Mexico) currently a Professor considering offers from both

Mexico’s National University and its Foreign Service Diplomatic Academy, had
a long career in Mexico’s foreign service, ending up as Deputy Minister for Asia,
Africa, Europe and Multilateral Affairs. During the early 1990s, he was Mexico’s
Ambassador to the Conference on Disarmament and chair of the Comprehensive
Test Ban Negotiations during the ﬁrst year of formal negotiations (1994).
Arend J. Meerburg (The Netherlands) has an MSc in nuclear reactor physics

(1964). He worked some years in oceanography and meteorology (including in
the Antarctic). He joined the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1970 and worked there
until his retirement in 2004. During most of that period he was involved in multilateral arms control matters, including the ﬁnal negotiations in Geneva of the
Chemical Weapons Convention and the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban treaty.
He was involved in many NPT-matters, the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE), discussions on an International Plutonium Storage regime (IPS), the
Nuclear Suppliers Group etc. Recently he was a member of the IAEA expert-group
on Multilateral Nuclear Approaches to sensitive parts of the fuel cycle. He also
served as Ambassador to Yemen (1996-2000).
Abdul H. Nayyar (Pakistan) has a Ph.D. in physics (1973) from Imperial Col-

lege, London. Nayyar retired from the faculty of Quaid-i-Azam University in 2005.
He has been active in Pakistan’s nuclear-weapon policy debate since 1997 and a
regular summer visitor with Princeton’s Program on Science and Global Security
since 1998. Nayyar has co-authored articles on nuclear-reactor safety, ﬁssile-material production in South Asia, the consequences of nuclear war in South Asia, and
the feasibility of remote monitoring of a moratorium on plutonium separation in
South Asia. He served as President of the Federation of Pakistani University Academic Staff Associations in 1989-90 and currently is President of Pakistan’s Peace
Coalition and the Co-convener of Pugwash Pakistan. Nayyar writes regularly on
nuclear-policy issues in the South Asian press.
R. Rajaraman (India) has a Ph.D. in theoretical physics from Cornell University

(with Hans Bethe, 1963). Rajaraman is one of India’s leading theoretical physicists
(Fellow of both the Indian Academy of Science and the Indian National Science
Academy). He has been contributing articles to India’s nuclear-weapons debate
since 1970 and has been a regular summer visitor with Princeton’s Program on
Science and Global Security since 2000. Since he retired from the faculty of the
Jawaharlal Nehru University in 2004, he has been devoting nearly full time to
nuclear policy analysis and public education. He has written articles on the dangers of accidental nuclear war and the limitations of civil defense against nuclear
attacks in South Asia. In recent years, his focus has been on capping South Asia’s
nuclear arsenals.
M. V. Ramana (India, shared membership with Rajaraman) a physicist by train-

ing, is currently a Fellow at the Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies in Environment and Development (CISED), Bangalore. He obtained his Ph.D. from Boston
University, U.S. and has held research positions at the University of Toronto, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Princeton University. He specializes
in studying the Indian nuclear energy and weapons programs. Currently he is examining the economic viability and environmental impacts of the Indian nuclear
power program. He is actively involved in the peace and anti-nuclear movements,
and is associated with the Coalition for Nuclear Disarmament and Peace, as well
as Abolition-2000, a global network to abolish nuclear weapons. He is co-editor of
Prisoners of the Nuclear Dream (New Delhi: Orient Longman, 2003) and author
of Bombing Bombay? Effects of Nuclear Weapons and a Case Study of a Hypothetical
Explosion, (Cambridge, MA: International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear
War, 1999).
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Ole Reistad (Norway, shared membership with Maerli) is a research scientist with

a joint appointment at the Institute of Physics in the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU) in Trondheim and at the Norwegian Radiation
Protection Authority. Reistad’s work thus far has focused primarily on the security
and safety issues posed by the spent Russian naval nuclear fuel and retired Russian
submarines on Russia’s Kola Penninsula, in addition to more nuclear safety issues
in Russia. Reistad is currently working on his Ph.D. on Russian naval reactor design and issues related to spent fuel material attractiveness and criticality.
Henrik Salander (Sweden) is an Ambassador currently on leave from Sweden’s

Foreign Ministry as the Secretary-General of the WMD Commission chaired by
Hans Blix. He led Sweden’s delegation to the 2000 NPT Review Conference where
Sweden, along with the six other members of the New Agenda Coalition (Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand and South Africa), extracted from the
weapon states, 13 speciﬁc commitments to steps toward ending the arms race,
reducing their arsenals and the danger of nuclear use, and establishing a framework for irreversible disarmament. Salander was Sweden’s Ambassador to the Geneva Conference on Disarmament (1999-2003) where he authored the 2002 “ﬁve
ambassadors” compromise proposal that still is the basis for efforts there to start
negotiations on an FMCT and other treaties. He also chaired the 2002 session of
the Preparatory Committee for the 2005 NPT Review Conference.
Annette Schaper (Germany, shared membership with Kalinowski) is a senior re-

search associate at the Peace Research Institute Frankfurt (PRIF) since 1992. Her
research covers nuclear arms control and its technical aspects, including the test
ban, a ﬁssile material cutoff, veriﬁcation of nuclear disarmament, ﬁssile materials
disposition, and nonproliferation problems arising from the civilian-military ambivalence of science and technology. She was a part-time member of the German
CD delegation in Geneva in the CTBT negotiations and member of the German
delegation at the NPT Review and Extension Conference. Her former position was
at the Institute of Nuclear Physics at Technical University Darmstadt where she
became a co-founder of the Interdisciplinary Research Group in Science, Technology, and Security Policy. Schaper holds a Ph.D. in experimental physics from Düsseldorf University. Currently, she directs a project on transparency of nuclear arms
control related information owned by the nuclear weapon possessing states.
Dingli Shen (China, shared membership with Li), a physicist by training, is a

professor of international relations at Fudan University. He is the Executive Dean
of Fudan University’s Institute of International Studies and Deputy Director of the
Center for American Studies. He co-founded China’s ﬁrst non-government-based
Program on Arms Control and Regional Security, at Fudan University. Dr. Shen
teaches nonproliferation and international security, and China’s foreign policy,
in China and the United States. His research areas cover China-U.S. security and
nuclear relationships, regional security and nonproliferation issues, and China’s
foreign and defense policies. Dr. Shen is a member of IISS, and a number of other
international organizations and editorial boards of academic journals. In January
2002, he was invited by the Secretary General of the United Nations, Koﬁ Annan,
to advise the SG of strategy panning for his second term, as the sole Chinese, out
of 40 persons chosen worldwide. Dr. Shen received his Ph.D. in physics in 1989
from Fudan University and did his post-doc in arms control at Princeton University from 1989-1991. In 1997, he was awarded an Eisenhower Fellowship. From
1997-2000, he served as Fudan University’s Director of the Ofﬁce of International
Programs and Deputy Director of Fudan’s Committee on Research and Development.
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Tatsujiro Suzuki (Japan) has a Ph.D. in nuclear engineering from Tokyo Uni-

versity (1988). He is a Senior Research Scientist in the Central Research Institute
of [Japan’s] Electric Power Industry in Japan as well as a Senior Research Fellow at
the Institute of Energy Economics of Japan and Project Professor at the Graduate
School of Law and Politics, University of Tokyo. He was Associate Director of MIT’s
International Program on Enhanced Nuclear Power Safety from 1988-1993 and a
Research Associate at MIT’s Center for International Studies (1993-95) where he
co-authored a report on Japan’s plutonium program. For the past 20 years, Suzuki
has been deeply involved in providing technical and policy assessments of the international implications of Japan’s plutonium fuel-cycle policies and in examining
the feasibility of interim spent-fuel storage as an alternative. He was appointed as
a member of the Working Group on International Affairs of the Japan Atomic Energy Commission’s Long Term Planning Committee and now is a member of the
of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry’s Advisory Committee on Energy
(Nuclear Policy Subcommittee).
Frank von Hippel (Co-Chair, U.S.) has a Ph.D. in nuclear physics (1962). He is

co-Director of Princeton’s Program on Science and Global Security. In the 1980s,
as chairman of the Federation of American Scientists, he partnered with Evgenyi
Velikhov in advising Mikhail Gorbachev on the technical basis for steps to end
the nuclear arms race. In 1994-5, he served as Assistant Director for National Security in the White House Ofﬁce of Science and Technology Policy. von Hippel and
his colleagues have worked on ﬁssile material policy issues for the past 30 years,
including contributions to: ending the U.S. program to foster the commercialization of plutonium breeder reactors, convincing President Gorbachev to embrace
the idea of a Fissile Material Production Cutoff Treaty, launching the U.S.-Russian
cooperative nuclear materials protection, control and accounting program, and
broadening efforts to eliminate the use of high-enriched uranium in civilian reactors worldwide.
William Walker (U.K.) is Professor of International Relations at the University of

St. Andrews. He is co-author of Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium 1996: World
Inventories, Capabilities and Policies (SIPRI/Oxford University Press, 1997), author of
Weapons of Mass Destruction and International Order (Adelphi Paper, 2004), and he has
done much research on the domestic and international politics of reprocessing.
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The Program on Science and Global Security
The Program on Science and Global Security (PS&GS) is located in Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School for Public and International Affairs. For the past
thirty years the Program’s technical research and policy analyses have sought to
foster cooperative international initiatives with a particular focus on controlling
ﬁssile materials. The Program also does research on the security-policy implications of the advance of biotechnology and on ways of improving public-health
preparedness for infectious diseases.
PS&GS has helped educate and sustain an international community of technical

experts in cooperative approaches to nuclear security and disarmament. It collaborates with a number of nuclear arms control and nonproliferation research centers
and independent analysts in Russia, China, South Korea and South Asia.
Science & Global Security, which since 1989 has been the international journal of
“arms control science” is based at the Program and edited by Dr. Harold Feiveson.
It is now published in Russian and Chinese, as well as in English and is available
on the web.
The Program’s researchers are Professor Christopher Chyba, Dr. Harold Feiveson,
Dr. Alexander Glaser, Dr. Laura Kahn M.D., Scott Kemp, Dr. Zia Mian, and Professor Frank von Hippel. The Program Manager is Dorothy Davis. Davis, Feiveson,
Glaser, Mian and von Hippel provide research and administrative support for the
International Panel on Fissile Materials.
Further information on the Program, its research activities, and publications can
be found at www.princeton.edu/~globsec/.
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PS&GS Research and Administrative Staff
Dorothy Davis, Program Manager, has been with the Program on Science and

Global Security since the fall of 2002. However, she is a veteran employee of Princeton University, having served over 20 years. She manages all ﬁnancial and administrative functions of the Program.
Harold Feiveson, Co-Director of PS&GS, Senior Research Scientist and Lecturer

in Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School, Feiveson’s principal research
interests are in the ﬁelds of nuclear weapons and nuclear energy policy. His recent
work has focused on the ways in which the nuclear arsenals of the United States
and the former Soviet Union can be dismantled and “de-alerted”, the strengthening of the nuclear nonproliferation regime (including a universal ban on the
production of weapon-usable material and on nuclear weapons testing), and the
strengthening of the separation between nuclear weapons and civilian nuclear energy activities. Feiveson is the editor of the journal, Science & Global Security.
Alexander Glaser, Research Staff, joined the Program on Science & Global Se-

curity in February 2005. Previously, he was associated with the Interdisciplinary
Research Group in Science, Technology, and Security (IANUS) of Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany, where he worked on his master’s and Ph.D. thesis, both related to technical aspects of arms control and nuclear nonproliferation.
Between 2001 and 2003, he was an SSRC/MacArthur pre-doctoral fellow afﬁliated
with the Technical Group of the Security Studies Program and the Nuclear Engineering Department, both at MIT. Glaser has been an advisor to the German Federal Ministry of Environment and Reactor Safety in the years 2000 and 2001 and
serves on the Council to the Executive Board of the German Physical Society.
Zia Mian, Research Scientist and Director of the Program on Science and Global

Security’s Project on Peace and Security in South Asia. His interests are in nuclear
weapons and nuclear energy policy in South Asia. Recently, he has worked on issues of nuclear command and control, early warning and civil defense in South
Asia, and on the challenges posed by non-compliance with international agreements and norms on nuclear arms control and nonproliferation, especially by
nuclear weapon states. He is active with several social movements and civil society
groups working for nuclear disarmament and more just and ecologically sustainable societies.
Frank von Hippel, Co-Chair of IPFM, Co-Director of PS&GS and Professor

of Public and International Affairs.
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Over the past six decades, our understanding of the
nuclear danger has expanded from the threat posed
by the vast nuclear arsenals created by the superpowers in the Cold War to encompass the proliferation of nuclear weapons to additional states and now
also to terrorist groups. To reduce this danger, it is
essential to secure and to sharply reduce all stocks of
highly enriched uranium and separated plutonium,
the key materials in nuclear weapons, and to limit
any further production.
The mission of the IPFM is to advance the technical
basis for cooperative international policy initiatives
to achieve these goals.
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